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concept and the resuits of some labordtory and field tests on a group of skin-stringer panels 
are described. The results of this study show that in the *called s~iffirtss-rr~rttroIl~~d region. tltc 
noise transmission may actually be controlled by stiffener resonances. depending upon the 
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A fundamental cancept called Intrinsic Strctural  Tuning for reducins low frequency cabin 
noise and soitirdlly induced st- in an aircraft fuselage is presented. Accordins to  this 
concept. the iow frequency response of the fuselage stmcture may be reduced by intrinsic 
tuning of the various stmctural members such as the skin. stringers, and frames and then 
applying damping treatments on these members. Tile concept has also been useful 10 
identifying the key structural fesonance mechanisms controlling the fuselage responx to 
broadband random excitation and in developing sititabk damping treatments for reducing the 
structural response in various frequency ranges. :a this report. tile matl~cmatical proof of the 
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LOW FREQUENCY CABIN NOISE REDUCTION 
BASED ON THE INTRINSIC 
STRUCTURAL TUNING CONCEPT 
THE THEORY AND THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
G .  SenGupta 
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company 
1.0 SUMMARY 
The fuselage of an aircraft is exposed to convected random pressure fields caused by noise 
from the jet engines and the turbulent boundary layer. In addition to  satisfying strength, 
durability, and fail safe requi~ements the fuselage structure should be designed to  have a 
high transn~ission loss at low and mid frequencies and a long sonic fatigue life, all a t  low 
weight and cost. For this purpose. a concept called Intrinsic Structural Tuning has been 
developed. According to  this concept, low frequency cabin noise and sonically induced 
stresses can be reduced by matching the first natural frequency of the skin bay, bounded 
by frames and stringers, with the corresponding natural frequency of the stringer segment 
supported between two fra~nes, and then applying damping treatment on the stringer 
flanges. 
In this report. :he mathematical proof of the concept and the results of some laboratory 
test and field test on a group of skin-stringer panels are described. The initial anzlytical 
work and the laboratory tests were condt.ctc.d a a part of the Independent Research and 
Development (IR&D) program of The Boririe Company. The field test was conducted in 
conjunction with the full-scale test of tlie YC-!3 upper surface blown (USB) propulsion 
system. under the joint NAS.4,'C'SAF contract. 
A good correspondence between the analyticrl predictions and the results of the labor- 
atory and field tests has been observed. The bllowinp points have emerged from the 
study: 
1. Analytical studies indicate that when the structural elements are intrinsically tuned, 
the response of  a skir:-stnngcr panel docs not pass through a peak at a frequency 
close to  the fundamental f rquency (f of the individ~~al skin bay clamped along P 
the stringers and simply supported along the frames. On the contrary, the response 
of the panel is reduced considerably around this frequency. This has been verified 
by laboratory and field tests. 
.Analytical studies also indicate that two cither modes appear at frequencies above 
and below the Frequency. Thc responses of both these modes can be reduced by 
aoplying dan~ping treatment on the stringers. This has been verified by the labora- 
toq. and the field tests. 
2. Laboratory test datr, indicate that with no external damping treatment. the panel 
damping In- factltrs of the low frequency modes pass through a masimurn when the 
skin and stringers art* intrinsically tuned. 
Laboratory test data also indicate that in the absence of any external damping treat- 
ment, the skin stringer panel response of the m ~ s t  domina1;t low frequency mode 
passes threugli a point of diminishing return when the tuning condition is satisfied. 
3. A significant reduction of low frequency noise radiation and bending stress response 
s;ln bc achieved bq designing the structure so that the skin panel frequency is higher 
than the stringer frequrncv and then applying damping treatment on the stringer 
tlangcs. This was dc'nionstnted by both the laboratory and field test results which 
wen' in good agreement with the theoretical analysis. 
4. (;(rod agrecm,nl was obtained between the predicted and measured natural frr- 
cluencic< unU niode ahapcs. Tlic pr+dicted and measured root mean sqtlant (nns) 
\elocit> responses at [lie skin pane. c2nti.r were conipsred for Lhr most dominant 
lou freqitency inodes ~ n d  an ~greenirnt \vas obtained within a factor or  two. The 
prcitictions uc'rc' b,wJ on the assuniption that the test panrls were infinitely long. 
Cc~nvicienng thls ;tnd other f ;~c ton  that were not taken into account in the simplified 
tllcor?. tlie aprc'cnit'nt I >  rc~son:lhlc. .A better t~gret~nient could be obtained by 
tncludin~ tlic ~ b o \ c  f.tctors in a 1110re detaile~i analysis. 
5 .  Tlic p;]st attcnlpts c n  rcducins low frequt.ncy cahin iloise were based on illcreasing 
tlic stnccturr~l stiffnca5 .;iticc it tvss believed that low frequency cabin noise was con- 
trolled by tllc fi~wl;~gc' s t r i ~ i t ~ ~ r ~ l  stiffness. The present study has pointed out  that 
rciiuztinr: of lo\\- t'rcquenc! cabin nilisc by i~sitlg this ; tppr~ach folln\vs law of 
of diniinisIii:ag rCttinl. Sccoricilq~. in wlictt is usually regarded as a srirji,t~ss c-or~rrc~llc~tl 
regiori. the rioisc t r ;~r ts~~~issic~r  111;1! ;~i*tir;lll> he controlled by stiffener resonances. 
d~~pcnding trpon the r ~ ~ l ~ t i o n ~ l l i p  bi.twr.cn tlic natural frc.quencies of the skin bay 
.rnd the stiffcncrs. T'licrcforc. cabin noise i i l  tlic . ~ t 1 f , t i 1 ( * . ~ . s  t'c ~11tro lI~~t1  rcgii>n  nay be 
~.ffcctively rt.diiccJ by applyins d a n i p i ~ i ~  treatnicnt on the st(ffc'ners. 
I-n\v frc~luctic.! ~.;~hiii no!sc and sonicall) i ~ ~ ~ l u c ~ ~ d  str:sscs can. thc'rcforc'. Pe tffcc- 
tibel! rcducccl by i~sirig tlic fi~llowing critcri:~ based on tile Intrinsic. Structur~l  
'Tuni~lg concept. 1l:lnlping stro~!fd h. : I I ~ ~ ~ I I L ~ L /  011 flit.- skin if t!ic skin-b;iy frt*qucncy 
is lo~vcr than the stringer frcqucnc!,. 1);tniping c;in I ~ c  ;lpplictf on thc skin anti on 
the strirtg~*rs. if tltc strttc.ttrrc is ititrinsic;lll>~ tuned. For nia\iniunl low frcquency 
riois~~ reduction. the strl~cturc s110111d hi\ dcsi~ned so that the skin frcquency is 
grtBatcr than tlic s t r in~cr  l'rcqrlcticy. c~nd t11cr1 danlping should bc ~lpplicd on tlie 
stringers. .-\diiitic>n;~l skin darlipinp tapcs call also btS r~pplicd to the skin for ad- 
~litionnl benefit in tllc niid frequency range. 
The fuseiage of an aircraft is exposed to convected raedom pressure fields caused by noise 
from the jet engines and the trlrbulent boundary layer. Because of high power and light 
weight reqtlirements. the aircraft designer is severely cl~allonp~d to achieve acceptable interior 
noise levels and sonic fatigue life. In the past. cabin design for minimum noise levels nor- 
mally was based ot; experience from past airplane design, infli:~,t mraa~rement.  and sub- 
sequent application of acoustic treatment to meet some pre-dt.t:mined noise level. 
Application of acoustic treatments always follow a law of diminishing return. Therefore. 
the need for designing the finelape structure to act as an efficient noise barrier with a 
satisfactory sonic fatigue life is becoming more and more apparent with ciirrent trends i l l  
aircraft design toward maxinlum stnlctural efficiency and firtbl econom!.. Although 
commercial transports do  not experience sonic fatigue on fiibclage structure. this can be 
, problem in STOL and military airc~,:! 
Control of low frequency interior noise has been difficult in all commercial and general 
aviation aircraft. The YC-14 upper surfnce blown (LISB) and the YC-15 externally blown 
tlap ( F B F )  STOL aircraft are eupectcd t o  have lligher levels of low frequenc, interior 
noise and sonically induced loads. because of the prox:~irity of the engines to  the fux-  
lage. do~ilinancc of low frequency componerlts in the CrSB or EBF environrllent. and the 
higli degree of con~ection and correlation c f  the tltrctuating prcssule field exciting the 
fuselage stri~cture. possibly irridcr coincidence corid~tions (refs. 1 a.ld 2 ) .  Control of 
low frequency interior noise in the fuel efficient. propfan aircraft is d so  likely to  be a 
difficult task. The ruisting soirnd atteruation tecliniqtles (i.e.. application of lead binyl 
and fiberglass insulation) nre less effectihe at low frtquencies. Tliereiore, low frequency 
interior noise and soni~sl!y induied srressrs can rtlainly be reduced h:; a proper design 
of the fuselage structure and by making tlie F,iselage sttqtcture ail integral part of the 
soilnd proofing system. 
I:or this purpose. a concept called Intrinsic Strt~ctural runitig. for tfecipning a fi~seliige 
.trilcture ai th  reiluccd cabin noise and sonic-.~lly indt~ced strecsrs was ~ic'vt40ped (ref. 3). 
..'ccctrtlinp to t h ~ s  concept. t l~cs  low frcqtirncy response  id sourid radiation froni the skin 
n,cnt,I z,t;i bt- reduced by designing tlie structure so that the skin panel and stringers are 
intrinsi~.~lly tuned to each other. .lnli then applying da~?\pillg tre;~tnierit on the ~tringer 
ll~nges. Tiir theory is diccussed In dctail in section 4.0. Based on thi., theory, four 
skin-stringer ;~ancls were built and te\ted in the lahnr;ltc>r?.. In that test, the panels 
\\ere e\cited by a set of electrvmngnetic shakers. connected in series to siniulate highly 
coherent nrar field jet noise and kii by current frorri a white noise gcncrator. Tile 
result\ o f  tlie laboratory test c o n f i r ~ n ~ d  the analytical preiiictions. These results are 
su~i i~ t ia r~ t rd  in ~ ~ ~ t i o 1 1  5.0. 
-T1irc~' 01' tliese piint*l< were then cuposcd to the near firlri noise environmtnt gcnera!ed 
h> the full-scale. )'C-14 engine-winpilap test rip. under n joint NASA'USAF contract. 
rllc (letails nf this field test ;lnd the primary rcstllts are presented in sections h.0 and 
7.0. rile filial cc~nclirsic~t~s are prcs~snted in section 8.0. 
3.0 SYMBOJ,S AND ABBREVIATIONS 
Coefficients in equation ( 12) 
A cdumn matrix consisting of A. B, C, D. equation ( 1  5 )  
Cross sectio~iai area of the stringer 
String: spacing 
F r m t  spacing 
Warping constant of tlie stringer cross section. about the point 
of skin contact 
Trace velocity of the excitation field 
Dainping constant, critical damping 
= DSk ( 1 + iosk) 
Skin tleuural rigidity 
1-oung's tilodulii tor skin and stringer materials, respectively 
.A matrix as defined in equation ( 15) 
= [E(s ) l  at s = a 
Frequency of acoustic coincidence excitation 
Fund.rmental frequency of tlie basic panel of dimensions axb. 
with clamped edges at the stringers and simply - supported edges 
3t the frames 
Fundnniental bending frequency of the stringer, simply - s u p  
ported at the frames 
Fundamciital torsional frequency of the stringer simply - sup- 
ported ;it thc fran1r.s 
Shear modulus of the stringer material 
Identit> niatrix 
Polar nlornent of inertia of tllc stringer cross scction abotlt tht 
point of skin contact 
3lonicnt of inertia nf the stringer cross section in bending 
=,,/q- 
St. Vrnant constant of uniform torsion for the stritigcr cross 
scc tion 
W 
\Vavr number -- 
- Ct 
Ilynsniic rotational stiffness o f  ttrc stringer 
Dynamic bending stiffness of the stringer 
Bending nlotnents at statiotis 1 and 2, rt8s!~ecti~ely (fig. I b) 
Number of flcuural half waves between two frames 
- 7 7 7  
= P c , , ' { ~ &  (ii- t A T I  (L- -  AT)^ 
Amplitude of the pressure wavc, dssun~ed to  be unity in the 
computation 
A nlatrix, dependent on stringer bending and rotational stiff- 
nesses 
Shear forces at stations I and 2, respectively (fa. 1 b) 
Power spectral densities of velocity response, bending moment 
response, and pressure field, respectively 
Cross spectral density of the excitation at two points separated 
by € 
Skin thickness 
Deflection 
Coordinate perpendicular to the stringer axis 
Coordinate parallel to  the stringer axis 
State vectors at x, and at stations 0, 1, 9 respectively (fig. lb) 
Axis of the stringer passing through its c.g., and perpendicular 
to the skin 
Axis of the stringer passing through its c.g.. and parallel to  the 
skin 
Skin loss factor 
Slopes at stations 1 and 2, respectively, (fig. I b) 
Poisson's ratio of the skin material 
Distance of separation 
= 3.11159265 
Densities of skin a1111 stringer materials. respectively 
t 
I 
a Shear center 
contact 
4.0 THEORY 
During takeoff, the aft section of an aircraft with wing-mounted engines is subjected to  near 
field noise from the jet engine operating at maximum power. The incident jet noise generates 
structural wave motion in the skin. These structural waves in turn excite acoustic waves in 
the cabin interior. When the convection or the trace velocity of the pressure field coincides 
with the natural flexural wave speed in the stiffened fuselage skin at a particular frequency, 
large coirtcidc)tcr peaks appear at that frequency in the structural resporse and radiated 
noise spectra. A simplified skin stringer model (fig. la) consisting of an infinitely long, flat 
and unpressurized skin, simply supported along the frames and stiffened by stringers at 
regular ir~tervals 1s often used to predict tnL natural frequency distrihution and the responsr. 
spectra. In this model. the stringers are also assumed to bc simply supported at the frames. 
For the sake of simplicity. the same model will be used in the present analysis. However 
thew simplifying assttmptions ar: not in any way essential for the concept to  be applicable 
in a more general situation. 
When the tlexur31 waves travel along tf;c length of the structure and meet a discontinuity 
such 3s provided by a stringer. a part of the energy assoctated with the waves i~ reflected 
back, a part is absorbed by the stringers executing torsional and bending vibration, and the 
remaintng part is transmitted to the next panel (fig. lb).  This wake propagation mechanism 
in a pc.r~ociic structure has been studied extensively fiefs. 4 through 2 5  1. To summarize. 
J, periodlc skin-stnnper stnlcture acts like a band pass filter in certain f-:quetlcy zones, 
bounclcd by ottr-r)t-pho~t. and in-plzct\c modes o i  tbe stiffened structure. W~tllin these 
frequent) b ~ n d s ,  known in the literature as frt,cT propagation zones (FPZ). 2 special class 
of frcr tlrxural waves can bc e\cited under coiricidence conditi0r.z (Cg. 1). The coincidence 
frequenc.ics fall within the free propagation zcnes. I'sually. the peak at the lowest co- 
~ncidcnie frequency 1s the largest and is of n?dor concern. Outside the free propagation 
tones. no coincidence excitation of t7exural waves is possible. 
I t  should bt: rioted that these free propagation zones are the characteristics uf period- 
ically 5tifGrtt.d stritctures only. In an infini~e bean1 without any stiffener. coincidence 
csci:ativn is theorciicall! .lossihle at a single frequrtlcy for a given tr;~.: vcivcity (fig. 3) .  
In an infinitely long unstiffened strip ot'a finite width supported *.i the frames, cvincicience 
excitation is possible at two frcqucncies. due !o a given convet~tlon velocity. for a giver, 
number of half-wavcs bet wee:^ the frames (fig. 4). The lower frequency, in most cases, 
is close to. or  of the ol.der of ilte nafiiral frequt.nc). of a finite beam of the same thick- 
ness, supported at the frarnct The higher tieqvency is close to the coincidence frequent.). 
that would be calculated by treating thc strip as an infinitely long beam. 
The prcscwnce of the stringers, therefore. drastically alters the range of frequencies within 
which str,ictural waves may be excited under coir!cidence condition. At the coincidence 
freqttency (fel. the waves reflected ky any two successive stringers teinforce each other 
and the aniplitllde of panel vibration builds up to t. large balue. For an ~nfinitr, trace 
veloc~ty. the coincidence (f,,) is close to  the natural frequency (fp) of the panel with 
clanipcd ctIges at thc stringers and simply supportcc! edges at the frames (fig. 2 ) .  The 
pro :ess of reflcctlotl of energy by the stringers dcjlcnds on the stringer stiffness in bending 
and torsion. In order to  understand this process. let us takc a look at a flexural wave as it 
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Figure 4.--Coincidence Excitatioo of an Infinite Strip of Finite Width 
passw from ont aide of the s-r to the other. T b  displacement and the 51ope d t e d  
with this bending wave arc the same on the two sides of a stringer because of continuity. 
Therefore, ref- to  f ?  lb, 
In addition, the moments and the shear forces or* the t a o  sides of a stringer will have to 
satisfy the equations of equilibrium. 
Therefore, 
where KR and KT arc the n tational and translational stiffnesses, respectively, of unit length 
of the stringer. These equations apply strictly to  stringers of symmetric cross section, such 
as a tophat section. Expressed in a matrix form, these equations reduce to 
In the present case, an excitation field with an infinite trace velocity has been assumed. 
Further simplification is possible under such conditions. For white noise at normal incidence. 
the trace velocity Ct is infinity. and the wave number k (= & ) is zero at m y  frequency u. 
This means that at any frequency, the adjacent panels vibrate in phase and the stringers 
cannot rotate. Then the slope at each stringer location becomes zero. and the following 
equation applies: 
Tile corresponding matrix equation is then obtained as: 
If the stringers were now removed. equation (3) would reduce to 
The presence of the stringers then contributes to otre element of the transfer matrix when 
the trate velocity is inf~ty. This tenn &ies beam of the stringer bending stiffness KT. 
It is now appennt that if, somehow, we could get rid of this particular element in the matrix, 
there wculd be no strong reflection (and hence no reinforcement) in the panel response. One 
way to achieve this would be tc physically remove the stringers and build a stringerless 
structure. However. the stringers are generally requind because of static strength consid- 
erations The purpose of the present study is to present oq alternative way, so that the effect 
of reflections caused by the stringers can be minimized. 
In order to introduce this alternative way, k t  us lo& at  the pr0b1:ms a little more closely. 
According to Lin (ref. 26). the expnssion for KT for a stringer conac'end to  be simply 
supported at the two succ-ve frame locations is given by 
when the various parameters are as defined in the List of Symbols. (In equation (3, KT 
is identical to the parameter 'L" of equation (14) of ref. 26. The notation KT is used here 
for the sake of clarity. since it denotes the translational stiffness of the stringem) KT 
therefore is a t'unction of frequency. '4s frequency increases, KT decreases. At the fund- 
amental natural frequency of the stringer in bending, KT becomes zero. This frequency 
is obtained by xttinp KT = 0 and is given by 
Therefore at this frequency (typically 300 to 400 Hz), the presence of the stringers is not 
felt by the skin, and the skin appears stringerless. At frequencies below fs, KT is positive. 
Above f,, KT is negative: i.e., stringer impedance is then primarily caused by its mass. The 
coincidence frequency fc caused by an infinite trace velocity is generally close to the panel 
natural frequency fp. For takeoff situations with no pressurization, f is typically 100 to 
200 Hz. When the panel frequency is much smaller than the stringer Eequency, the str inpn 
appear too stiff. and there is a strong panel response at a frequency close to the panel 
natural frequency (fp). On the other hand, if the stringer frequency is much smaller than 
tht: panel frequency the stringers appear too massive for the panel vibrating at fp. There- 
fore. it should ncw be obvious that if the stringer and panel dimensions were chosen in 
such a way that the condition 
was satisntd, the stringers would not offer any impedance to  the bending waves prop- 
rl~ating at fp. The mechanism of builclilp of fiexural energy at the panel natural frequency 
would #en be desbayed, and the &ufp response at fp would disappear. Thuefon, under 
such oonditlons, the prad WOW act like a stringerless structure at the fnquency f if 
~ h c ~ n m d i h e p l r n l s m d r ~ a , # a t t h e ~ n ( h l l  theuaulstl&stren$re- 
quhments and also an tuned to uch other acmrcIin# ta equation (71, we will then have 
a structure that is stiffened for static purposes and stringerless from the dynamic point of 
view; is., the structure will act e f f ~ k n t t y  under both static and dynamic Ioadirq conditions 
It should be pointed out that equation (7) gives the condition to be saWi when the 
tna velocity of excitation is very highhish T is would usually be the situation in most cases. 
However, if the excitation trice velocity is such that then is coincidence excitation of the 
stringer torsion made of the stiffened panel (fig. 21, the situation becomes entirely different 
(In this mode, the skin bays on the two sides of a stringer 7ibrate out of phase, with the 
stringers undergob torsional oscillation.) The stringer torsional stiffntss KR then plays the 
most important part in impeding the flexural waves. The panel d e k t i o n  at the stringers 
being negligible, the effect of the stringer bending stiffness KT is no longer signif~ant at 
this frequency. The exprtssion for KR from reference 26, is given by 
- 
where the parameters are as defined in the List of Symbols. (In this equation, KR is 
related to the parameter "C" of equation (14) of ref. 26. The notation KR is used here 
for the sake of clarity, since it denotes the rotational stiffness of the stringers.) i t  is seen 
that KR is fqueney-dependent and it goes !o zero at 
(9) 
Proceeding in the wme manner. it can be shown that in tlus case the stringer torsion frth 
quency of the stiffened panel. In general, if the coincidence frequency is somewhere in 
between the cjur-of-yhuse mode (stringer torsion) and B~-pitase mode (stringer bending) 
frequencies of the stiffened panel, the stringers and the panel should be designed so that 
KR and KT go to zero around that frequency. 
It should be noted that in ail these cases. the behavior of the stringers is analogous so that 
of the tuned dampers. However, in the present case the stringers suppress the coincidence 
excitation of flexural \tlaves and, therefore. they may be viewed as acting like tuned 
wave dampers. A stiffened structure in which the components are tuned to each other 
may be called an Intrinsically Tuned Structure. 
Based on thesc ideas. a theory for verifying the concept was developed. This is reproduced 
in section 4.1. 
4.1 DERIVATION 
The theory uses the simplified skin-stringer model shown in figure I .  I.et us consider the 
response of this structure to random acoirstic plane waves simulating jet noise, travelling 
with a trace velocity Ct along the length of the pmel. The spectral density of the acoustic 
pressure at any point on the structure is denoted by S (w). The cmespectml density of 
the prasum at two points on the strucrure, separate& the streamwise direction by t, is 
where w is the circular frequency. 
The power spectral density (PSD) of skin velocity response S,, (w) or skin bending moment 
response SM(w) is related to that uf the excitation Sp(4 ,  in the following manner: 
and 
where Y,(w) and Y M(o) are the response admittance hrnctionsi Le.. velocity and bending 
moment response of the skin caused by a travelling sinusoidal p resun  field 
of unit arnpli tude. 
Section 4.2 describes how Y,(o) or Yhi(o) is determined. It is assumed (for simplicity 
in this presentation) that the pressure and associated respcinses varv across the skin in 
proportion to sin . The analysis is then carried out in terms of the amplitudes of the ?' fundamental components of the f-sure and responses. The total response over a wide 
frequency rang  is, of coune. given by the summation of all the components associated 
with all the half waves between the frames. 
4.2 RESPONSE TO AN ACOUSTIC PLANE WAVE 
A harmonic pressure field of frequency o and wave number k =  " convected along the G structure exerts pressures of equal amplitude to all points. But at points separated by 
"a" (equal to the stringer spacing which determines the periodic length) in the direction 
of piopagation. the pressures hate the phase difference "ka", The responses of the 
infinitely long structure, at these two points are also equal in magnitude and also have the 
same phase difference. Therefore, it follows that the deflection (W), slopes ( 9 ) .  bending 
moments (M), and shear forces (S) and the points 0 and 2 (fig. 1) must be related by 
Let us now consider the quation of motion of the skin pu\ei 
Since the skin edges at the frames an simply supported, the solution of this equation is 
@v- by 
when: 
x i  = A? +(;Y 
It shotrlcl be nored that the cotfficients A. B. C. urrd D are associutt*d with the wures reflected 
By the stringers. 
From equation ( 12) for the deflection, the equations for the slope. bending moment, and 
shcsr force 3t any point in the panel can be deriv2d. Expressed in a matrix form. 
,-i kx 
Po 
+ - ; - , - 
Dsk (k- + X i )  (k- -A;) 
- 
where: 
Equation ( I  1 )  can now trc rewritten as: 
{'onsititkr;ition of continuity 35rc):.s the stringcn 311ri tlw cq\~iIibti\~lll of thr' strinpr'rs yir.lti~%t! 
cqu;rtion ( I ). I'ltis r'c~u;itian L . ~ I I  bc rc\vtit ten as 
Substituting for 127) front equation ( 16) ir equation 119). 
Fronl equations ( I  7)  and ( 18), we call substitute for { z0I and 12 in equation (20).  
We then obtain 
\vht.rt- [ I  1 12 J 11nit ~na t r i s  of order 4 I 4. 
Equation I 2  1 , can nor he used to solve fur the cacflicient matrix {A )  . Substituting for 
{ A  1 in e,lustion ( 1-11. any of the response quantities can he calculated. It can be wen the 
matrix ( [ I )  - [S] ) tlas only two nonzrro elements: i.e.. (-ERl and KT Therefore. { A )  
vtl~?;sl~es if at a pivm frrqucncy both K R  and KT go to xercr. An intrinsicall:* rlined 
structure should, therefore, be designed so that the f.cyuenr its at which KR and KT vanish, 
lie in between the irrirrgtSr ror.<rorr and srringtuc.r hcrrtlinp nlode fteqiienr'ies of the stiffened 
panrl. rltt3n th;. trtdrriu .-I clri.vr!y ht.tuttsc. o!' rltcl rc:l7c'c-fiotis t f f ~ t t ,  flrc* strit~pt~rs ~'anisltc*r. 
~ 1 1 ~ 1  r f ~ ~ .  r('sootisc rc*(/vt L.< r o  J sv~il// 1-aIt1~ 
I t  sllntild he noted that coincidt.nce excitation takes piact'. when the pressure !ield wave 
nunlhcr k wtisfics the equation 
I ( 1  c t ~ i t i ~ t i ~ i .  t i  i i i t r  4 it1 qucitii~n ( 2 1 \ hcc-omes intlnitcly 1;irge for an 
uriil.~~npc'ti qtrt~~.turc. Eqii~tion 1112) sho\vs thc \\a) in which the periodic structure t1:cv~ 
lil~.oll)t\r,it<~* thc. n\rzllanibin of  ~.oincidcncr e\citstion of a pcriodic.~lly stit'kncd stnlcturc 
tb\c'~rl.d tb! ,I trin clli~lg preastire field. 
4.3 EFFECTS OF FINITE NUMBER OF BAYS 
In tlir al)ove t l ~ ~ u ~ . .  tilt* tbffect of rtbllcztion of Ilttri~ral wave cncgy frtrrii the cnds of a 
nlultihay periodic struzttirt' is not taken into account 311d. therl-forc, it is applicable to  
infinitely long pcriotiic structures. For !"mite pcriotlic str~rcturcs. rllt- reflectinns fro111 the 
two e ~ l J s  can bc iricorporitcd by coilsiricrinp two griwps of tlt'sur;11 v.3ves travelli~;p in 
opposite Jirsc'ti~)tis. 3s S I I O H I ~  in rcferenc~s 5 tliro11gl1 7 ; I ~ J  rcft'rt-~i~-c 10. Tht* ~ ~ S ~ O I I S C S  
of iutinite and finite periodic striicturcs were c ~ n ~ p ; ~ r c d  i n  rt-ft'rt-ncr 7. and it was stlo\vn 
tl1;1t tllc infiliite r;tructlrrts t l iror.  2311 re;lson;thly prt-dic-t thlb rcsl~c~tlhc of strircturcs with 
iivt. or Inore 11ut1lbcr of I~;I\.S. t t r r  tllis rc;ison. i f  was cicci~ic~l tc) build five-h;~). panels for 
test ~ u r p ) s c s .  ;iltlluu~.'~ the ;~n,ii! tical predictions were I);~srd on 1-qitr~tions (,' I )  snd ( 14) 
\vl~ish :\re appiic;ihle to infi~litcly iorrp, pcrioitically stit'icneii p;tnc.ls. 
4.4 THE RESULTS OF INITIAL ANALYTICAL STUDIES 
Based on  the above theory. a computer program was developed for predicting the response 
of intinltely long, periodic skin-stringer structures to  convected random pressure fields. The 
prograni was set up so that skin and stringer damping loss factors nieasured in the labontory 
iest could be used as input panmeters, in addition to  other structural parameters such as 
skin thickness, stringer spacing. stringer moment of Inertia, area of cross section. :tc. 
Damping was introduced through the use of cornpiex modulus; i.e., E (l+iql,  whcre g is 
the loss factor. 
In the initial analytical studies. the effect of structirral tilrling on the dynan\ic responw of 
a stiffened panel was studied by changing the stringer spacing and also by ctdnging the 
stringer cross section. It is beyond the scope of this  port t o  go into the details of die 
analytical results and only the principal findings will be sumniarized here. As discussed 
earlier, a typical skin-stringer structure exhibits a mode called srrirrgt3t.r bctr~iirrg rttotlc which 
is si~cli !hat all the adjacent skin hays art. In phase (fig. 5 ) .  The frequent) ot' this mode is 
close to  the frequency f of the individual skin bay. with clamped edges along the stringers 
and simply-supporteri r&es dong the frame. This mod? responds strongly. r i m  the 
structure is excited by 3 highly correlated and coherent near field engine noise field. It is 
found that when the s tn~cture is tuned. the rzsponse w a r  the frequency f is rcduced but P 
there are two otller modes tirat respond strongly. The lower frcquenc). mode (mode 1)  is 
such that the adjacent skin bays as well as the stringer vibrate in phase, as shcwn in 
tigure t>. Thr higher frequency nlcde (mode 21 is such that although the adjacent skin bays 
vibrate in phase. the skin and stringers vibrate out of phase. as shown in figure 6.  For this 
reason. 3 certain aniount 3f stringer damping treatment is nece.mry. With dampcd stringers, 
the responses of these t ~ o  nicxles are st~lrstanti~lly reduced. It is found thst thc' rnls response 
of the striictrlrr can br. redt~ceti fi~rtlier. when the qtrui-ture is fine-tuned: i.e.. when the 
TC'S~OIISCS of nlodcs I and 2 witti ,tamping trtxttment applied en the stringers are equal. 
An optit3~urn stringer d;\nlping I \  r~lsn fourid to e\;;!. ThC ~ s p o n s c  inc-ie;~ses if the stri11gt.r 
datnping 1s incre.jsc.d beyond this oytinli~rn Ic.vel. For c\ample, if the strir1gt.r damping 
loss factor is ini'in~tel! I ; I T ~ C ,  tllc' stringers dl> not rcspo~id and tt~ere is a strong reflection of 
skin k n J i n p  wales caused b! ttie stringers. Stoiies 1 and 2 then converge, giving rise to a 
strong response at the fundament.11 frequent! f of the iniliv~du:~l skin bay. 1' 
Figure 5.-Classical Stringer Bending Mode of a Periodi(- 
Skin - Stringer Panel 
Fiyitie 6.- TGW Prirtciml hlodes of an Intri/uicaliy Tuned Panel 
:\nal\'ais As0 ~ I O W S  tttat 1-todcs 1 anrl 2 exist in difft'rctit ~leprecs iri panels ttiar .irt, not 
intrinsicr~ll!' ttrnztl. 1!1 panels \\.it11 a laryc slritiper spacing such tha.1 tlrr skin bu), f : ~ r l ~ ~ i i i >  
is lower than the litringer f r ~ p t l ~ n e y ,  the frt*yuzncy o f  mode 1 is ciow to tltc ski-? hay frc- 
qtrcncy I' and th13 :ltude Jo~iiin;ttcs the response spec'tnrtn. 'Thc t ~ ~ o d c  2 frequency is clos~, P' to tltc str!ngrr frc.clt~~nc? atrd has s 11tuzi1 we3kt.r response. For such panels, ;lpplic3t1~1:1 .tf 
darn ping tiapes o n  the shril is v t . ~  ~ f f ~ c t i v c  In r~~~it~, . i t ig the rcsyousc of n ~ r d r .  1. O n  (lte c l t l ~ ~ r  
liiutti. ;ipplic;ltii~n of tl;~~lillinp trcatrti~-tit <;ti t!lz stringer?; is not r.ffr.cfiv~~ in rc t l~r~ir tg  l iL 
rcsptlns~. of  niotlr. I .  ;tltlit~uglt i t  is cffc~.tivt, in rcJircin9 tllC rcsponsc ijt' n~ocic 2 .  
Fo- ~ 3 i i ~ l ~  with 3 tiarroi\ stringer spacing. . i t : ~ - I t  thst this skin b3\. f4,~t~\~'ttcy is I~ighcr t1t.111 
the s t r i n g ~ ~ r  f r eq~~cncy .  tlic frt.t111~-1ic! of tnixic 1 is L-1ohc-r to 1hc sl11rlpr.r frt..ltri-tiiy. ;trr~i tltc 
fr~*qut*r~zy of mudc 2 is closer 10 lhr. s:-iri 1?;1y f rqucncy .  In tltis c;isc. thc In..v~-r fn.qtrcni! 
tnoiii. is sue11 tllat t)ii* skit1 ICIS like (1 r~-la!iv~l)~ stiff ntctttb~.r stryportt~d on wlrrti\'cl\ tIc\iblc 
stritlgcrs. \\.it11 the l;irgc stringer dztlr*t*tiotts and w ~ t h  the ctitirc yun~*l ~ ~ t r f i t i c  v ib r~ t ing  
it1-ph3sc. this mude is a strotig radiator sotp.'ll ; I I I L ~ ,  tllcrciort'. it dtlillin;ttc~ 1111' r;aliatcti 
noise S ~ C L  t n i ~ ~ t .  For st~cti piti~cli. spplication ( 9 ;  tt*t!:pinp: trevtntcrlt on  the skin is cfl;'r'ti\c 
:n r c ~ i i ~ ~ i n g  the response of  nrutlt- ,'. hut it is nt*t wt t~ffL*ctivc* in rt.~iu,.irig thc rcs wnsc of 
ttlt-  tirst ~ l ~ o ~ i c .  O i l  tlic ot11t.r Iiand. ~ p p l i c ; ~ t i o ~ t  <*f c!;lniping trei~tri i~rt t  OII tfic strittgcr is 
\cry t-l'fcctiie irt r..duiinp thth r c s l ~ r ~ z e  of ri~ollc I .  and it is Icsa cfL-<live in rc~iucing the 
r~*syorlsc. of  tiroclc 2 .  
l ~ ~ ~ ~ r t l r c r i i ~ u r c .  for pattc.ls wit11 very stiff stringtars. st~ctl t11at tltt- skin b;ly frcqu~*tr<y is loivcr 
1h.m th r  sttirtgcr frcqrrt*rrc>~, 111~- frr.qut>nzy nlrt\t~* I is clt>st. trj Illc skit1 b;r! frl.tluc~lcy 1' I" This niod~, ~lvnlin;itcs tlic rr*spons~* spcitrittlt. 1 ' 1 1 ~  r!tci~ic 2 t'rc\ltrr.~t~%!, is L.IOSL- to  11tc stririp3r 
t 'rcq~:~nL.~. and !\.is .I r ~ i t r ~ - I ~  we;ik~.r rtsyx?rtsc. t..t)r 3 ~ 1 i t 1  ~~ . i~ r '~ l s ,  ; i ~ l ~ ~ ! i ~ ~ ; i t i ~ ~ r t  of , I ; I I I I ~ ~ I I I ~  t.ii~cs 
tbn tilt skin is very cffectivc in r~*ctt~r'ing flit* n's1~ilnsc of I I I L N ~ C  I .  \vttcrc;rs .riy~li<;tli~lll ~ l t '  
~ i ; t~ i~pir tg  t c;ltnicnt on tltc striltgcrs is riot so cfft-ctivt* irr  rciir~cittg flit- rcspous~. L I ~  rrioJr- 1. 
For panels with very massive stringers such that the skin bay frequency is hlgher than the 
stringer frequency, the frequency of md:  1 is closer to the stringer frequency, and the 
frequency of mode 2 is closer to  the skit. bay frequency. However, in this case the stringer 
deflections are relatively small. and the tint tnodc has a lower response than the second 
mode. The second mode response dominates the radiated noise spectrum. The response.of 
this mode can be effectively controlled by applying damping treatment on the skin. The 
first mode response is effectively controlled by stringer damping, but s i n c ~  this is no longer 
a dominant mode and since the dominant mode around f is not significantly affected by 
fF stringer damping, the overall level remai.1~ relatively una ected by stringer damping. In 
this respect, this panel behaves differently from the pallel with a narrow stringer spacing 
in which mode 1 is the dominant mode. although in both panels the skin bay frequency 
is higher than the stringer frequency. lowever. in aircraft structures. one is unlikely to 
encounter very massive stringers. since the goal is to design structures with high stiffness 
to weight ratios. This case was studied analytically for the sake of completeness, although 
thic was mainly of academic interest. For the Fame reason. in the experimental study it 
w.ls decided to lock into the effect of varying the stringer spacing instead of varying the 
stringer cross sect'on. 
5.0 LABORATORY TEST RESULTS 
After the ccnccpt was developed and analytically verified. the next step was to conduct 
tests on actual hardware tepresentative of a fuselage stmct~cn) section so that the results 
of the analysis could be confirmed by test data. For this purpose, four skin-stringer panels 
were designed and fabricated. Two of  them had structural components that were intriti- 
slcalty tuncd. The other two had structural componenrs that were off-tuned. The m p n s e s  
of the paneis to  an excitation field, simulating the characteristics of near field jet noise. 
were r n e s s u ~ d  in the iaboratorf. The purposes of  the test were to  verify: 
I .  The disappearance of the strong response around the frequency fp when the structure 
is intrinsically tuned 
2. &he  existence of the two principal modes of  the tuned panel 
3. Tlie effect of applying damping treatment on the stringers 0.1 the low frequency 
structural response 
4. Tht. iiect of changing the stringer spacing so that ;he structural comprnents are 
tuned o r  off-tuned in different ways 
The purpose of this section is to prescnt the method of designing the tuned panel. the 
princil~al results. and tlie conclusions of the 1ak)rdtory test. This test was conducted as a 
part c'f the Bwing Independent Research and Utvelnpment program on interior Noise. 
5.1 P,ANEL DESIGN 
In order to &sign the tuned p~nel .  it w3s necessary to know the exact f r q u e ~ c y  of the 
aringer with and bitbout an) damping tre.itmrrlt. .4 series of tests were conducted to 
develop stringer damping methods (fig. '1. These were based on application af  constrained 
Id> er \tscoeIastic damping tngatnient on tbe stringer flanges. The results are presented in 
tiptire '. It %as found tlidt because of the large bendins stiffness of the stringer cross 
wction. tlie con\entional clamping t a p s  ctppli'tf on the stringer flanges were not very 
effecti\e. dnd ~t H JS necessary t o  use 3 thicker visscwlastic material and 3 tliicker constrai?ing 
131 er of aluminuni (ti$. 7. Bawd on t:iesc results. a damping treatment consistirig of a 
0.010 In (0.@03 n t )  thick 3.\! ISD 1 1  2 \iscoelastic later and a 3.125 in. 10.08 in. 
11).0-') nl 0.m ni) 3lurninunl strip ~ 3 s  chown. Thz stnrlp?.r was 24.6 in. (0.625 nl) long 
arid u.13 simply suppc>rted ..( tlre two ends. The natural frequcnc> of the stringer with tliz 
darnping treatment was found t o  be 24 1 Hz. and the change in tlie strinser frequency 
between damped and undamped conditions was small. The meantred frequency also 
agreeti  ell with ttle frequency predicted by equation (6) .  
Thr next step was to design the tuncd panel for which the natural frequency of the individual 
skill hay matched with the natural frequency of the stringer as measured from ilir test. 
Fronl reference 7 the natura! in'quency of 3 reetangu!ar panel with two lons sides 
clamped and two short sides simply supported is given by 

where: 
a Length of the shorter side 
b Length of the longer side 
t Panel thickness 
E&.P*.P = Young's modulus. density. and the Poison's ratio of the skin material, 
respectively 
In the present case. "a" is the stringer spacing and "0" is the frame spacing (and also the 
stringer length). The panel thickness was chosen t o  be 0.063 in. (0.001 6 m). and the frame 
spacing was chosen to be 24.6 in. (0.625 m). The panel material was aluminum. Equation 
(23) was then solved for "a", so that the panel frequency was equal to  the measured 
stringer frequency: i-e., 24 1 Hz. In this manner the stringer spacing for the tuned panel 
was found t o  be about 7.5 in. (0.19 m). 
In order to  verify the results of the analytical predictions. four skin-stringer panels were 
designed and built. They were identical except in stringer spacing. One had a stringer 
spacing of 7.5 in. (0.19 m). and another had a stringer spacing of 7.25 in. i0.i 84 ~ n ) .  Thew 
t a u  pan& were, therefore. intrinsic3lly tuned or very close t o  being so. 
.Another panel was built with 9 in. (0.228-m) stringer spacing. Caiculations based on 
equation I 23) showed that the skin bay freqsency f for this panel \\as about 28'; lobc.rpr 
than the strinfer frequency f,. Therefow. this pane/)ras not far from being tuned. .A pancl 
with a wider stringer spacing could hake been chosen t o  simulate a greater degree of fre- 
quency mismatch. However. a stringer spacins of 9 in. (0.228 m\ \\as chaxn ance that is 
typical of many commercial airplanes. 
The fourth panel had a 5 in. (0.13-m) stringer spacing. Calculrltions bawd on equation I 23) 
indicated that the skin bay frequency fp for this panel was about 2.52 times higher than 
the stringer frequency f,. Therefore. this panel was off-tuned to a larger dqree.  
Each panel was chosrin to have five bays. This reduced the effect of r~ f l c~ t io l t  of flexural 
wates from the pane! boundaries. In addition, the end 5ays wrrc eutrtndcd h y o n d  the 
termindting stringers by 3hOtit 3 in. (0.076 m). and standard ioil-hacked damping tapes 
(3M So. 42SC) were applied on thew extensions. A typical skin stringer pancl is shown 
in fieure 8. The method of damping th.2 stringers is shown in figure 9. 
5.2 RESPONSE TO 3iULTlPOINT EXCITATION 
Each of these panels was then instrumented with 1 1  accelerometers and 9 strain gapes. 
Tke panels were niounted between a rcverkrant room and an anrr.troic box. A set of 
lightweight electromagnetic shakers was used to excite the pan~ l s  (tips. 10 and 1 1 ). Thccc 
shakers were connected in series and fed by current from a white noiw penerato1 to 




simulate a hiehfy comfatcd and coherent near fkld jet noise environment. The frequency 
range of the white noise was from 0 t o  I kHz. The sound radiation from the panels into the 
. m d a i c  box w a  measurtd by six microphones instelled in a vertical plane about 4 in. 
(0.10 m) away from the panel su r fm.  These microphones were placed along the length of 
the panet, in two wiumns, with three microphones in each column. 
The panels were excited by using the shakers iq two configurations: ( 1 ) excitatior! at the 
center of each skin bay (five point excitation) and (2) excitation at the center of each 
stringer (six point excitation). The responses of each panel to  botb configurations were 
compnred with the predicted response of that panel to  white noise excitation at normal 
incidence, assuming that the panel was infinitel) long. The latter was based on the periodic 
structure theory as discussed in section 4.0. In the computation. po was assurned to be 
unity in equation f 15). 
The predicted vibration velwity spectrum of the panei with 9 in. (0.228-m) stringer spacing 
is compared in f m r e  I 2 with the sound radiation spectrum obtained by using five point 
excitation. The latter was obtained from an FFT analyzer which plotted the transfer fun* 
tion (ratio of the spectrum levels rather than PSDs) between the response and excitation. 
However. the predicted response is plotted on 3 PSD basis. For this reason. the numerical 
vaiiles dong the vertical axes should not be compared. The main purpox at this point is to  
compare the frequencies and the shapes of the response spectra. rather than the absolr~tc 
levels. Thex comments also apply to figures 13 through 17 (and figs. 42 and 43). The 
absolute values of the predicted and measured velocity responses are compared in section 7.6. 
In figure I?, a good agreement is observed be twen the predicted and the measttred spectra. 
The peak sound radiation was predicted to  occur at 14'1 Hz: the measured frequency was 
135 Hz. The predicted frequencies of the other two modes also agreed with the test data. 
However, for the panei with 5 in. (0.13-m) stringer spacing. poi . force excitation at the 
ba) :enters did not excite the modes that wcrc predicted to be excited by the dutributed. 
near field jet noise pressure tield. This can be best illustrated by coniparinp the predicted 
acceleration spectra with that obtained by using five point cscitation (fig. 13). .4lthough 
the rliodr at about 200 tIz was excited. the strong peak at about 700 Hz was clearly missing 
in the measured spectrum. Thex two modes corresponded to  the two principal niodes of 
this panel. On the other hand, there was a strong peak at about 457 Hz in tlie measured data. 
fhe rnsasirred mode shape at this frequency showed the e~istence of three half-waves along the 
w~dtli of the panel. 
From the test data. i ,  becanit clear that for the panel with 5 in. (0.13-tn) stringer spacing. 
point force excitation at each panel center unduly encouraged tlie mode with more that1 
c;ne halt wave along tl;: width of the panel. and the liiglier frequcnc) ~nodc w;i.; not 
properly excited. To overcome this problem, it was decided to  11sc point force c ~ c ~ t a t ~ v n s  
at the center of each stringtr. 
rlic measured acceleration transfer function for the panel with 5 in. (0.13-1111 stringer spacing 
is shown in figure 14 where it is compawd with the predi~.ted acceleration spectra. It can 
be see11 that with the excitation at the center of each stringer. tlie 700-Hz mode is strongly 
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excited, and thew ih a very pod iomspondencs betweei~ inoasurement and prediction. Thus, 
while excitation at panel centers excited the predicted modes of th: panel with 9-in. (0.22s-m) 
stringer spacing. ewitation at 1112 stfinpcr centers excited the predicted modes of the panel 
with 5-in. t0.13-rn) stringer spacing. 
Tho tuned panr' wit11 7.5-in. (0.19-m) stringer spacing was initially excited by t7vc point 
excitation. and the results were cornpared with the predictions. Tlir mode I freaiicnc> was 
pr,-tficted to  be about I b5 Hz. the  mod^ 2 frequent) was predicted to be 325 h z  (fig. IS). 
Kcstilts with t:ic !he point e\citatian indic:~ted the presence of nioiiC I at 1'5 1 1 1 .  Plit ~t i v ~ s  
fi>und that luoclz 2 was wry difficult tl) excite with this type of e\citstion (fig. I h). Xnotlicr 
niadr with three half-waves along the panel width w,ts predicted to ekist around 300 HI. 
H'itl! fi\e point c \ci t~t ion.  this raode was excited in the test panel at Y O  Hz f fig. 16). 
Siniilar results wcre observed when the psncl wit11 7.25411. (0.1 S-l-m) stri~iper spacing \t .is 
euc-itcd hy five point exatation. 
The%> parri.ls were thcn excited by six point ~ x ~ i t a t i o n .  For the pan~*i wit11 -.C-in. (0.1 Q-n1\ 
spacing, the mode 2 was stronpl? c\cited ;it 360 WI (fig. 17). Xlthoirgh niolir 1 was also 
c w  .. ed. !ie response spectrum w a s  trow donlinated Py rnodr 2. Siniilar results were obscncd 
when the panel with 7.25-in. (0.183-m) stringer !pacing w ~ s  excited by six point c\citation. 
Notice that no matter how the pancl was excited, tlirre was no strong pc3k around 21 I l i t .  
I f  the stringen were extremely stiff' or  eutn'nicl) massiie rearlting in $1 stringer tliat was 
much higl~er or much lower than the pant4 f'rttquency (i.e., 2 1  1 H71,  there wm~!d haw bczn ;I 
large response aroitnd 2.1 1 Hz. 
~ f m r s i C s g ~ ~ h e e x ~ 4 t r a e t i u t i k t t r a y c v a t m c x d n t d s ~ m e d t f t e p ~  
s m e  iapertm modes -W miming ;tnd these were ptoprly excited by phciss 
t b o a ~ a b & r r ~ O t e & s t ~ .  - .d&p#da*draodesdbt 
w:tztfb;).aie~offivtydrisprriat- 
~ i s a t r P o f i v l c ~ - r t i t f K t f ~ k  t=ar*~a i t l r%.+0 .12srr t l~g ) i lE iAdBe  
frr~tl~rydthr:iaditriQItdl~Byrwrob*~er~~fq~icecjfd~~r,red~ 
~ a t T i * u ~ e x r i W i o a w a m t t d i ~ t f u e t t K r r r p o a s l e ~ s ~ x p o i a t e x u ~  
tian. fktrs. €he c a e t w  mspume was dutgiaatea by dtrt CfSPUlESC to fm @t el~citrtion. 
j t n d f f k ' ~ a s p n c o r : w i t h f ~ ~ ~ ~ t e n r i L t i o l r ~ t w t t t ~ t t t e ~  
<kr the &her tr;re& for rk paad with 5-h. 10.13-m) stringer spacing ?he frequency of 
*idusi&uw wahigherthsa ttrptd&-.ddtcrrspoasttosixpointex& 
tion a-ss d stmager than Chat due t o  in< p i n t  cxcitatioa. Thus the i-ombincd 
~ w ~ b o m ' m t t d ~ ~ ~ t o m x p o i s t e x ~ i r r ~ M c i ~ n l o + n u e d ~  
aith six point excitrtion c o m p x i  w d  with the pludicGa~f. Ihmfore, for dl the panels 
therc?iponsl:~~~f~jetRo&cxcitatiotlcouldbeploF#jy*uhW b y a r p e ~  
the r ~ m s e s  to f i e  an& six point exi<t;lths Therefore* it is more meaningful t o  cornpa 
tile rcqwnst e f  ail the p a d s  to t tu b - o m M  eleven p i n t  excitation. 
This ckaity points out the importance of excitation of appropriate structurd modes when 
discrete forcing fuik'thm ore d t a  rimdate a daributed pressure fild. In the present case. 
it was rm-csary to  the discrete ewitation near the structural member that had the 
tuwer urkvupkc! natura! ftfquency. s i m ~  that mzmbot acted like a more fkx ibk  member 
szJ t h w  determined the m r d l  r~-pn?ic. This also shows the necessity of examining and 
cttlwtin3 the test data against predictions b a d  on a mathematical model of the test 
StfUc'turZ. 
5.2.1 P.ANEL DAHPING LOSS F.4CTORS 
Tliz loss factors of cach panel were measured at each accelerometer location. for 1no.t of 
t t ~ c  important m&i.s. All the bolts securing the panels on the door frame of the anechoic 
chamber =ere tightened usins a mr.asud cmnstant torque, to avoid all variation of damping 
from p-nc.1 to panel. caused b) fricrianal cnerg  dissipation in the panel mounting system. 
The meltsurd talues of panel damping showed a considerable vanation from one point of a 
panel to another and from one frquer.sy ranee to another. Since structural tuning affects 
the low frequency modes, the damping values of the various panels are compar,d here only 
for the low frequency mades. Generally. these modes had somewhat higher damping 
compared to the modes in 500- to I W H z  range. 
Tile panel damping loss factors of the low frequency modes are plotted against stringer 
spacins in figure 1P Ttie ranne of variation of the damping loss factor is also shown in this 
figure. These were obtained 5s using the method of Kennedy and Pancu (ref. 28 I. For 
each stringcr spacing, the indicated damping values represent the varidtions over the first 
group of low frequency rncdes. as wet: as over the entire panel surface. Within each frequency 
group, the modes in which the adjacent skin bays and stringers vibrated in phase generally 
had higher dam2ing. 
in. 
(ad 
F i w  la-Variatim of Panel iknping Loss F m  for the Low Fmqtmcy &xk 
From f i p  18, it is ckar that for the undamped panels, the panel b s  fstm b higher 
when the tuning condition is satisfind. This wggsb then is incnased energy dissipation in 
the riveted s k i n - s m r  joints when the panel is inttinsicaIty tmed. 
The effect of applying damping trwrtment on the rtrirrtprs is Plso shown in fyrrc 18. ( S h e  
there was some aver@ in the damping values for the pane! with 7.2%. (0.184m) stringer 
spacing, the khP factors for tbe da~l:ped d t i m  are plotted with a slight offset, to avoid 
any confusion.) The overall toss facton of all the pail& wen increased approximately by a 
factor of two. The tuned panel otin had the maximum oved damping. However, as described 
in section 5.2.2, stringer damping had the maximum effect on the mpom of the panel with 
Sin. (0.13-rn) stringer 
5-12 ACCELERATION RESPONSE 
The aaekrat ion reqxmc was measwed by placing accelmrruten at  the a n t e s  of  -Ach bay 
md & Ssinge~. 'ihe miation of a d e n t i o n  mpo~e of the most dominant low fteqtrency 
mode of each panel. as meawed in the labmatory test, B piottod as a function o f  *r
spacing in f i  19. Since the excitation fidd simulating the mar feld jet noise 
excitation was in phase over dl the bays, the mode in which all the adjacent bays and the 
s&&m vibrate in phase responded most strongty and. therefare, dominated the respnre 
spectrum. This mode is important since it is a good radiator of sound and a h  has the 
h- rtrrKp rrsponst. For these reawns, the acceleration. sound radiation. and the stress 
responses i.f :U the p a d s  are compared in terms of the response of this mode which has the 
peak response in the low frequency range. 
It is seen that for a given structure. the low frequency xcekration response reaches a 
minimum level when b e  skin panel and stringers are intrinsically tuned to  each other. 
For the undamped condition. the response level goes up if the stringer spacing is increased 
or decyeased from the spacing that is required for sati*ing the tuning condition. 
However. with damped stringers. the panel accekration response measured in decibels 
decreased almost linearly as a function of stringer spacing. As the stringer spacing is reduced, 
a w a t e r  part of  the .nbntory energy was transferred to the stringers. As a mul t ,  damping 
treatment on the stringers became very effective in reducirtp: the response. On the other 
hand. applicatiorr of damping treatment on the skin becomes progressively kss effective in 
reducing the response of low frequency modes as the s tr inpr  spacing is r t d ~ i ~ d .  Thie was 
predicted by the analytical model. 
Figirrrt 20 plo:s the noise radiated by the most porninant low frrqiwnzy mocic ts a function 
of stringer spacing. This plot is baud on the data ohtsincd by su-~ming up tlic signals from 
all the mic.rophones inside the rnechoic box. Thus it is 3 nlc'asure of the souiiii radiated : d ~  
the entire panel. With no dampifig treatment. the radtdted noise Icwl decreased by more 
than 3 dB as !he strinser spacing was rrduced from 9 in. fO .225  m) to  7.5 In. to. 19 111). 
ki th a further reduction of stringsr spacing, the level of radiated nolw ren~ainint.J esset~tialll 
at the same level. Thiis. for ~ 1 1  undamped structure. the tuning condition det'.nes tile point of 
diminishing return for redu:ing cabin noise by fuselage structural motlifications aimed at 
illcreasing the fuselage structural stiffness. 
Further reductions were possible by applying damping treatment on the stringers. Under 
damped conditions. the radiated noise level measured in decibels Jtcrcaxd almost linearly 
as a function of stringer spacing. The peak radiated noise levcls nieasiired by rn i c ioph~n~s  
placed near the panel centers are plotted in r iures 2 1 and 5 2 ,  again simll~r  trends are 
observed. 
Ti1r.x results show that under undamped conditions, there is a limit to the noise reduction 
thnt call be achieved by changing the structural panmetcrs. This limit can bc achieved by 
&signing the slnrcturc so that the skin panel zrrd stringers are tuned to each other. 
However, further reductions are ,>ossible by choosing stnictural dimensions s3 that the 
CAVERAGE OF GTlR 624,626,628. SEE FIG. 33' 
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uncor~pled skin panel fwquency is higher than that of the uncol~p!ed stringer frtquency and 
tIl**n applyitig darnping tnatmcnt on the stringer flanges. Under this condition. the skin 
acts like a rela:ively stiff m e m k r  supparted on relatively flexible stringers. As a result. 
damping treatment on t11r stringers becomes very effective in reducing the response. I11 
contrast, skit? Samping would have been less effective in reducing the peak response uf'the 
panel with 5-in. (0.13-m) stringer spacin&. As discussed in section 4.4. the low frequency 
response of &!is panel is primarily ~wntrolled by stringer resonance. 
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5.2.4 STRESS RESPONSE 
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In onlcr to get an indication of thc effcct of intrinsic structural tuning on the wnically 
induccJ stresses in the fuselage stnlcture, the bcndine stress response was measured at 
~arivtis points on each panel. Tllc stress data recorded in this test contained a large amount 
of noise at 60  t iz  and its higher harmonics. For this rcason the stress responses are compared 
on tllc basis of the PSD wspoi~ws of the most dominant niodcs. 
5.2.5 SKIN BENDING STRESS RESPONSE 
The variation of peak skin beridi~ig stress response with the stringer spacing is shown in 
figure 23. It can be seen that the maximum skin bending stress is reduced by about 6Wr 
as the stringer spacing is reduced from 9 in. (0.22 m) t c  7.5 in. (0.19 m). The response 
levels off as the stringer spacing is reduced to 5 in. (0.13 m). Thus, when the tuning condi- 
tion is satisfied, maximum reduction is achieved with minimum weigh1 pe~al ty .  
(AVERAGE OF GAGES 828, (139. & 641, SEE f IG. 34l 
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STRINGER SPACING 
With damping treatment applied on the stringers, the response is reduced even further. 
Stringer damping reduced the skin bending stress response of the panel with 9 in. (0.228-m) 
stringer spacing by about So%, that of the tuned panel by about 68% and that of the panel 
with 5-in. (0.13-m) stringer spacing by about 90%. Thus, maximum skin bending stress 
reduction was obtained with reduced stringer spacing and increased stringer damping. 
5.2.6 STRINGER BENDING STRESS RESPONSE 
The variation of peak stringer bending stress response with the stringer spacing is shown 
in figure 24. Even for the undamped panels, the stringer bending stress response is minimum 
when the pan4 is itttrinsically tuned. At first glance this is somewhat unexpected, since the 
stringer participation increases as the tuning condition is approached. However, the tuned 
psnel had the maximum damping in the skin-stringer joints even when no damping treatment 
-lls applied on the stringers. This increase in damping reduced the stringer bending stress to 
the m~nirnum value. 
(AVERAGE OF GAGES 637 & 640, SEE FIG. 34) 
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5 6 7 8 9 in. 
l.13) (.I51 (.I81 i.20) (.228) (m) 
(.NORMALIZED WITH RESPECT TO THE UNDAMPED PANEL WITH 9 (.228m) 
STRINGER SPACING) 
Figure 24.- Reduction of Peak Low Freqirency Stringer Stress by Tuning and Damping 
Thus, the tuned structure concept holds a significant potential for improving the current 
sonic fatigue design technology. However, the reduction in the skin and stringer bending 
stresses caused by tuning is also associated with an increase in structural damping because 
of frictional energy dissipation in riveted skin-stringer joints which may cause increased 
fretting in these joints. A certain amount of sonic fatigue testing of tuned and untuned 
skin-stringer panels will, therefore, be necessary to establish the actual improvements in the 
sonic fatigue life that can be accomplished by tuning the skin panel and the stringers. In 
addition, this may suggest application of jointing compounds that allow increased friction 
with no increase in fretting. 
6.0 FIELD TEST DESCRIPTION 
6.1 APPROACH 
In the laboratory test, discrete point force excitations were used t o  sirnulate the distributed 
near field jet noise field. I t  was observed that the predicted response spectrum caused by 
near field jet noise could bc. simulated by superimposing the response spectra due to  excita- 
tions at the skin bay centers and s t  the center of cach stringer. This was particularly so in 
simt~lating the response of the tuned panel. The field test provided an opportunity t o  
examine the validity of this procedure. 
Three of the panels were esposed t o  the tiear field noise environment generated by the full 
scale u p p r  surface blown (USB) YC-14 engine-wing-flap test rig, under the joint N,iSA-USAF 
contract. The trst panels were mounted in the opening of the portable anechoic box. Tlie 
overall test setup and the position of the anechoic box relative t o  the engine are shown in 
figures 35 and 26. The purpose of the test was t o  measure the responses of the panels to  the 
near field engine noise envin~nment and t o  compare the response spectra so obtained with 
those obtained trom the laboratory test. The tuned panel was tested in undamped and 
damped conditions. The other two panels with 9-in. (0.228-m) and 5-in. (0.13-111) stringer 
spacing were tested in the damped condition only. 
In order t o  assess the levels. spsctruni shapes, and variations of the random pressure field 
incident on the skin-stringer panel. and also to assess thc coherence and phase characteristics 
of the eucitation, a hoilerpl~te panel was n~oic~ltc.iI n the door of the ~nechoif box. Ttiirteen 
micrr~pliones were tlush n~ounted on the bc>ilerplate pane!. Four of these were used to 
monitor the levels and tlie spectnrni shapes at the f ~ x ~ r  co ners of the boilerplate. The other 
nine were used to nieasure the spectrum shapes. coherence. and phase characteristics of the 
incident near field noise. 
The boilerplate panel layout is described dinlensionally in figure 27. Panel thicknegs was 
2,s iv (0.0095 m). Viscoelastrc damping was applied to tht. inner surface area lying wittiin 
the mounting frame of the anechoic box doorway. A photograph of the boilerplate panel 
wit11 the 13 ~iiicroptiones is SIIO\VII in figure 28. 
t-.a& skin-strinser panel required an assc>ciated pair cf tiller panels to fill tlit* opcning rn tlic 
anec.lioi' box. EacIl filler psnel was 3 '5  in .  10.0095 m) thick. Each was treated with con- 
drained viscoelastic dampins, and each had provisions for flush niountinp rnicroplioncs in 
the corners adjacent to the trst panel. :Z typical skin-stririprr panel with the tillcr panels 
is st~own in figure Y. 
6.2 TEST PANEL INSTALLATION 
The s;inle anechoic box used in laboratory tests was used in the iield tests. Test panels 
ttcrt. ~nstalled on a hinged llei~vy steel door franie designr~i to  fit tlie anechoic bou opening. 
I'lit. !iit:ped frame was closed during test by three screws on the sidc opposite tire hinges. 
T'he hinpCd franic provided convenictit access for calibration of microl,fioncs insidc thc ho\ 
and trst p;111el sensor changes. 
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288" 
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n e  same panel installation procedures were used for both laboratory and tield tests. Mom!- 
ing bolts were torqued t o  80 Ih-in. (9.04 Nm), and frller panels were not in direct c o ~ ~ t a c t  
with the skin-stringer test panels. Standard foil-biiked damping tapes were applied over the 
gaps on the exterior surfaces between test panel end bays, which extended about 3 in. 
(0.076 m) beyond the terminating stringen and the filler pan& MI potential acoustic leaks 
hetween panels and mounting frame, and &tween mounting frame and anechoic box were 
scaled and covered with foil-backed damping tapes. 
The application of damping tape t o  seal d l  joints around the panel is illustnted in figure 30 
for the boilerplate panel. Prior t o  entering the anechoic dtamber through penetration 
sleeves. icstrumentation cables were routed through sand-filed "U" t n p s  (shown in fig. 30) 
as a further means for preventing acoustic leaks. 
6.3 ANECHOIC BOX LOC.ATION 
T t ~ e  anechoic box used in 1abomtor)t and field tests was an Eke1  Industries portable AN-ECA- 
OIC chamber modcl number 888-1 50 with a specified cutoff frequency of l SO Hz. The 
outside dimensions d e i i e  at1 8-ft 7-in. (2.61 6 m\  cuhz which weighs approxiniately 7000 Ib. 
( 3  174.5 kg). F l w r  ciesign for vibration isolation per4 ... !ted elevating the box for field 
tcst~iig without impairine transn~ission loss characteristics. Section joints were waterproofed 
for the field test environment. and the box interior was heated by a IOO-W light bulb to 
lower the relative humidity. 
A fork lift with maximum lifting capacity of apprcwirnatzly 15 000 Ib (6803.8 kg) was used 
as the basic support platfor111 for the anechoic box. This economical system allowed quick. 
convenient working access to  the bo\ for pdnrl changes and instntmentation checkoirt and 
cdlibration. .4 support crddle with fork pockets and attachment points lor guys provided 
a $*curt. tie 5etwet'1i box and lift. The guying installation stabilized the b o x  against motion 
during test without interfering with the raising'lowerinp cnn\enienct~ provided by the fork 
Itft. 
The po~ition of the anecl~oic bo\ during panel testing is shown in figure 25 .  The final box 
location placed thc \crtisal crntrrline of a test pnncl mounted on tti: bos at aboitt 5 ft 
(7.h: n ~ l  do\v\.,lstreanl froni the no tzk  e ~ i t  ylanr and about 25 ft (7.62 rnl t o  the k i t  (on 
the py;c)r, stand side) of tile nacclle icntcrlinc. The horitontal centerline of a tcst pancl 
mounted on the bo\ was a t  a b u t  the same elexition as the mpinc ccctrrline. 
The location ciccision. bawd on model scaie data fcr enpint. over wing ~~mt ip l~ra t ion .  was 
ir~tluenccd by the following factor;: 
1 .  No inl?ir.gemcnt of jet flow 011 the box 
2. Kcpresentative sound pressure levels 
. Rroaci sptctrum shape 
4. Correlation and convection properties of the iscitation field 
5.  \!inimi/inp effect of ground rcflectioi~s 
o. 90 sip~.itk;lnt impact on \'C-I4 ground test nieasurements 

Early testing disclosed that with the USB nozzle door open, the jet flow w:ts impinging 
directly on the test panel even bit11 the anechoic box moved as iar from the engine icnter- 
line as site configuration would permit. Consequently, all tuned structure data were taken 
with the USB door cloxd. 
6.4 INSTRUMENTATION 
6.4.1 SENSOR DEFlNITlON AND LOCATION 
Sin~ultaneous pressure measurements were made at 13 surface points on a rigid panel blznk 
m the ~ r e a  where test panels were mounted. Thirteen 1!4-in. 10.00635-m) diameter BdtK 
nicrczphones were flush-md~unted in the boilerplate panel designed to insert in the 23-in. 
(0.609-m) x sin. ( 1.524-ni) opening of the b x .  The boilerplate microphone locations are 
shown sshetrratically in figure 27 and with rnicr~phonzs instdled in figure 28. Data froni 
the nine icntetiine niicruphones were recorded lo establish variations in spectrum levels over 
the panel and also the phase and coherence properties of the pressure field in directions 
parallel and perpendicular to  the stringers. 
The four corner microphonts were used for munitoring sound pressure Ic\i.ls for all test 
runs. For skin-strinser panels. the four corner microphones were located on the filler panels 
3sioshted with cach panel. 
Simclt~neous pressure nieasuren1en:s were made at six points inside thr anechoic box to  
protide data oil trsnsmibsion loss across the test panels. I 'h tx  measurements and the 
si~mmation of these rneasi~rcnlents were recorded for cash test condition. Loc?tions of 
micrirphonzs inside the boy arc shown sc1:en:atically in figure 31. The microphone installa- 
tion tristde t!;z 3neclioic b o l  is s110~n in figure 32. 
Tlie J.it;t frvm a rnicrc)plior.o locat;-d on the upper wing surface was also rccc>dcd as a 
rct'i.r~.ncc signal simultanenusly with tiincd structure iileltsi~rcments. 
Simult3ncc\iis a~celcration n~eualrcments were n i ~ i t .  at I0 points on ~ a c l i  skin-stringer 
pai~cl. Pariel acc~~lerometer locations are idt-ntified in tipurr 33. 
Tlic 1 1  111 ;~ccclerometcr was n~dr in t~d  on the :eft h;~r.d door frame (vit.\vcd fronl ins~de) 
on thc test panel I~onzontal cer?tcrlinc to mc'rnttor rcspotisc of the 3nccl1oic bo\ installation 
tc-  tnnginc tli~cttlatinp prc\\ure tic1Js and ground vibration. Figure 29 slic)ws the a ~ ~ c l ~ r o i r i c -  
c tcn installed on thc :est panel. Accelcrornctcrs were attached with dental scncnt .  Signals 
froni the I 1 a s c c l t . r o ~ t i t c  \vt.ri. sirni~ltari~ousl) recorded on the same tape. 
Sir~iitltancous train niC;isurclncnts were madc 3t tiitlc pilitlts 011 tlic skin-stritigcr p~ncls .  
Str;iiri gagc locations are dcfincti in t'igur~. 21. 
FRONT VIEW LOOKING INTO BOX 
NOTE: ALL MICROPHONE FACES WERE 4" (.lblm) AWAY FROM 
INSIDE SURFACE OF PANEL TKIN' 
Figure 3 1.-Location of Microphones Inside the Anechoic Box 



6.4.2 WE.ASLIRE31ENT SYSTEMS 
.All data including nlicrophone. accelero~neter, and strain gage measurements were rvcorded 
simt~lt;lneously during each test condition. Microphone signal conditioning and recording 
eclitip~ne!it tverc. located i r i  tllr' dcot~stic's trailcr: aC~eIerotlitfter and strain gage signal condi- 
tionins and recording equipmtnt were located in the dynamics test trailer. Data recorded 
~ i t i i  botli measurement systenis were time-related by n1eal.s of a common IRIC; B time 
c o l t  tvllich was rccorded on 311 data tapes. 
Tllc acoustics ~1;ttv ~lccluisitian system is ill1tstr;tted in figure 35. The dynamics data acquisi- 
tion systctn is illustrvted in tigun. 36.  
6.5 TFST CONDITIONS 'CONFIC1IRATIONS 
Field test ti at^ for a11 p,lncls were taken at two consistent engine power settings of 2943 arid 
7oSJ rpni (cc*rrek.ttii S 1 ) ct\rrcspontl~n::  appro\imatr.\y t o  507  and QOC; corrected 
111st3lled gross tl~rtlst. 
IbC.;t c*ontlitinns and 'onfiguratiorl pertinent to tunec! structure data acqi~isition are 
> u n l ~ ~ l a r i / ~ l l  in table I .  
Table 1.-Tuned Structi~re Field Test Conditions 
Test Cont tgur,ltion 
Corrected N Test panel 
(rpm) stringer spacing 
9 in. (0.228 ml 
(Damped) 
7.5 in. (0.19 m) 
(Damped) 
7.5 in. (0.19 ml 
(Undamped) 
5 in. (0.13 m) 
(Damped) 
Bo~lerplate 
(Baseline) 
USE3 doors closed 
Vortex generators do~vri 
USE fldps llp 
Reverser closed 
Bleetfs closed 
Bellmouth Inlet 
'Inlet tut)e Installed 
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6.6 ASSESSMENT OF DATA VALIDITY 
Early testing with USB door open showed that jet flow was impinging directly on the test 
panel even with the anechoic box moved as far from engine centerline as site co~ifiguration 
would permit. Therefore, runed structure data were taken with flaps up and US0 daor  
closed. However, the panel microphones were cxposed t o  impinging flow, when YC-14 
program conditions with USB door open were run during the same test. As a result, some 
panel microphone diaphragms were damaged by the impinging flow. The two bottom panel 
microphone signals were lost for the 5 in. (0.13-m) skin-stringer panel (run 13.021, and the 
three bcldom microphones (corners arid center) and left hand microphone on the horizontal 
centerline were lost o n  the boilerplate panel (run 15.02). The Kulite reference signal 
(micropilone 4 3  on the upper wing surface oil the engine centerline near the trailing edge) 
v a s  lost during both conditions of run 10.01 (skin-stringer panel wit11 9-in. (0.228-m) 
stringer snacings). 
Strain gagc data were lost for run 12.32 condition I0 (panel with 7.5-in. (0.19-m) stringer 
spacing, at lower pcwer setting) wlien the dynamics recorder mode switch was inadvertently 
placed in the wrong position. 
In the PSD analysis of acceleration and stress data. a f requenq b ~ n d w i d t h  of 1 Iil  was used. 
Ihe time sample length was ctiosen $0 that the data were analyred with 200 degrees o f  
freedom. Wit!) 90'; confidence. the true PSL) level was betwecn approximately 1.1 5 times 
the observed PSD a11d 0.85 tiriles tlie observed PSD levels. In the PSD analysis of the 
a c u ~ ~ s t i c  sign:ils a bandwidth of 1.25 Hz was used. Tile time sample Ienstli war chosen so 
that the data were analyled with 96 degrees of freedom. LC'itti 90;  confidence the true 
PSD level was between +I dB and -1.' dB df thc observed PSI) level. 
7.0 RESULTS OF THE FIELD TEST 
7.1 EXTERNAL PRESSURE SPECTRUM 
The external noise level ~ncident  o n  the panels was measured by  microrhones flush-mounted 
on  the  boiler plate panel. Typical PSD plots (fig. 37) show a broadkmd noise spectrum with 
a p ~ a k  level around 100 Hr. For  both low and high power settings, the 13oise PSD levels 
rolled off approximate!y at  the  same rate for frequencies above 100 EL. !I addition t o  the 
pzak around 100 HE. there w,.. i peak droiind 70 Hz associated with USB pr ~pulsion system. 
This peak is more pronotlnced in t!ic spectnlm of tlie microphone mounted on the wing 
(fig. 38). 
7.2 CGHERENCE AND PHASE CHARACTERISTICS 
OF THE INCIDENT PRESSURE FIELD 
The coherence and phase prc>?erties of  the excitation field were measured h) nine micro- 
phones flush-mounted 311 the boilerplate panel (figs. 27 a n c  28). Three were used to  
rneas~rrr tkc coherence and pli~.re in thc direction parallel t o  the stringers. and m e n  were 
u x d  t9  rncasu~.~ coherence and p h a x  in the direction perpendici~lar to  the st . in~ers.  T!ie 
nl*:~wretl dntd were anafyzed to  s w s s  the coherence and p h a x  of  each m i c r o p h o ~ ~ e  sign;cl 
wit11 th.ct of the center microphone. 
Figure 39 shows 3 arrimg col~zrencct of  signals up to about 1000 Hz in the direction parallei 
1 1 1  the stringers. In t h ~  perpendicular direction. tile coherence was very high for frequencies 
l.11 t o  about 350  Ht. The i<)herc l~cc  hetweer, microphones BF 1 and B5-i dropped to  a 
minimum value ~rclunrl 553 Fi7 i n d  reached a fairl) high level around 1000 Hz. 1 kr rsrlson 
for thi. r11p ~n cohc~cnce  fun~tic1.1 I\ not clc.~r. t{c~\te\er. \111ce a11 the y.ir1el5 h3d the11 
frcquenc~r.s of  p c ~ h  rexponsc bClw\ 35i) Hz. the p.~ncls may br. consid -red t ~ t  tiave been 
c\ci!ed hy 3 h ~ p l ~ l v  col~crent naisc field. 
F i g ~ ~ r c  40 shows :tic change of p h m  of the incident noise field in the directin:is perlrcnciic~tlar 
and par:illci t o  tlie stringers obtained from a cross PSI) anal! (is. In  the per-pc!iiticular dircc- 
tion. the pP.rxd cliffcrencl. hetwc.i.ri thC central microphone and thc other microphones is 
small ovcr the entire frequency range. 
Also in the parallel direction. the change of  pl.;~se is snlsll ecpi>cLII!- oclow 350 tlz.  alth:-~rgl! 
t!~ere is evidence of a trace wave traveiling at a supersonic t i ~ c i '  velocity. Therefore. it may 
be conclt~ded that Juring the field test. ail thr. panels were excited hy 3 highl! correlated arid 
coherent external noise field. especially a t  lower frequencies. 
7.5 PANEL RESPOiU'SES 
41 the p:tnrls had their most important riiodes in the frequency rdnge 100 to 350  Hz. This 
was ohsenred dunng t!~e laboratory and ttit- field tests. For  this reason. the strain response and 
acceleration response of all the panels hac! rnii\imum Icvels abow 100 111. Howeter. in all 
cases the spectra o f  radiated noise inside tf,e anechoic box showed rl peak around 5 0  HI 
4 fig 4 1 1. This peak was c:~irwd by sound tc~nsn~iss ion t ~ ~ r o u p l i  tt th h o t  w;llls arid was lint 
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associated with any of the panel response, since the panel stress o r  acceleration spectra do  
not show correspmding peaks at 50  Hz. This 50-Hz peak was absent in the laboratory 
test spectrum, since tlie excitation was applied on the panels only,with no excitation on the 
other walls of the anechoic box. Tllus in all these cases, the microphone data below 100 Hz 
were ignored. For this reason the OASPL of sound level inside the anechoic box was also 
not nieaningfiil. and the panel responses were compared on the basis of the peak responses 
at frequencies associated with the most important panel modes. 
Figire 12 plots the field test spectrum of the noise radiated by the panel with 7.5-in. (0.19-m) 
\tringcr spacing, as obtaineci by the sunlniation of the signals from a11 the six microphones 
!nsltic thC ~nechoic h)\. This is compared with the response of the same panel as measured 
fr t~m the laboratory test t fig. 43). The laboratory test spectrum is based 011 a combination 
of the \pCctra due to five and six point excitationXi.e.. from figures 16 and 17). In comparing 
the two plots, it sllnuld be remembered that figure 42 presents the spectrum of the PSD 
of the fieid test d3:a plotted on 3 logdrifhmic3 scale. and figure 43 presents the spectrum of 
tlic transfer function of sound radiation. obtained from the laboratory test. plotted on a litlea- 
w.ilc. Second. tliz laboratory test data were based on multipoint excitations. all in phase 
2nd fed by current from a white noise generator. In contrast. the excitation spectrum measured 
cturing :lie ticW test was not flat. and the correlation anti coherence characteristics dropped 
off with increased separation distance and also toward the hlph frequency part of the spectrum. 
In spite of thew differe~ices, it can be seen that there is a good correspondence between the 
t ~ o  wts ofci3ta. Both mode 1 (175 H z )  and mode 2 (3h0 Hz) were excited during the field 
tc\t. h e  nlode at 280 i i r  obwncd in the laboratorq test can also be identified in the field 
tt3t d3t.l. 
('o~iilr;irisc>n of tilt* rcsronsc spe;tr;t of the ottlcr two panels also showed a similar degree 
of iorrcq1oilJc11ic bcta.ccn the laboratow and the field test data. For the largest panel 
\\ it11 ')-in. (d.:P-nl strit l~cr spacin$. sonit minor variations were ca11~r'ci by the nonuni- 
iorlnity ot'thc incident noise Ic\eI over the panel length. 
7.4 COJ1P.ARISON OF PANEL RESPONSES 
7.4.1 .ACCELER.ATION RESPONSE 
'Thc PSI) of peak low frequency acceleration response of each panel averaged over the three 
central bays is plottcd ;is a fiinction of strinser spacing in figures 44 and 45. It can be seen 
t!l~t for both power settings, the PSI) of acceleration response. plotted on a decibel scale. 
clccreased as the stringer spacinp was reduced from 9 in. (0.228 m) to  5 in. (0.13 nj). This 
~.omparcs well with the laboratory test data. The dashed line in figures 44 and 45 shows 
the trvnil obsen.t*J from the laboratory test data obtained froni figure 19. (This was 
c~htsinc\i Sy superimposing thC reslllts of the laboratory and field test results by arbitrarily 
~hqu:ttinp the rcsi>onscs of the danipcd panel with 9-in. (0.228-ni) stringer spacing under 
1;rboratcwy ;uiJ field conditions. Similar c.onirncnts also apply to  figures 46 through $3.)  Thtx 
rcs;wnsc of the p31icl with 5-in. (0.12-111) stringer spacing was somewli,tt less than wh;it tvas 
expczted from the labornton test tlata. This was due t o  two reasons: ( 1 )  the field frSst 
c \~i t3t ion spectrum rollctl off toward higher freqoencies. whereas a white noise spcctnlm 
was used in the l i th~ra tov .  and ( 2 )  for this panel. the total surface area rspowd to the 
nc>isC ficlil was ;ib.)ut 40-i. lcss th;in that of tile pancl with 9-in. (0.228-n~) stringer spacing. 
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The cl~anp< in the response o f  the tuned panel, between the undamped and dumped condi- 
tions. was also sinlilar to what was observed from the laboratory test (compare fig. 19 wit11 
tjps. 44 and 45). c 
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Figurc 45.- Variation of Peak Low Frequency Acceleration Response With Stringer Spacing 
IN,  = 3684 rpm) 
7.4.2 SOUND R.AI)IATION 
The PSI) of peak sound radiation (atlove 100 Hz) is plotted against stringer spacing in 
fipi~rc.s 36 anti 47. These plots are based on  the d, ta obtaincd by samminp up  the signals 
froni all thc microphor1c.s insitlc thc ancclioic box. It can be seen that the radiated peak 
n(>isc 1cvc.l decreased almost lil~t'arly with the stringer spacings, and the agreement between 
thc laboratory alld the fitld test is cvcellcnt when thc spcctn~rn shape of excitatiorl in the 
tizld iund thc diffcrcnce in panel sizes arc takc:i into accourlt (compare Fig. 20 with figs. 46 
: l l l ~ i  4 7 ). 
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Figure 46.- Variation of Peak Low Frequency Noise Level With Stringer Spacing 
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flit 11cv~>ls rnt~;~s~~:cti b! l 0c '  n ~ i c r o p h o n ~  I307 arc also plotteti i n  figurcs 38 :inti 49. .Again 
t l ~ c  tr~~rid.; of tiic I:l!~oraton. (17s. 2 2 )  rititl ficlii tcst d;ita arc siniilar. Thc variation of  tht. 
s o ~ ~ n c l  I'S1) Ic:.cI ~iic;~cl~rctl  1IIlO \vitli rcsljt'it to striligcr s1xicirlg was si11iil;ir to that S I I O W I ~  
it1 t . i y~r~ , s  48 ~ 1 1 t l  40. 
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Figure 48.- Variation o f  Peak Low Frequency Noise Level With Stringer Spacing 
( N ,  = 2943 rpm) 
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Figure 49.- Variation of Peak Low Frequent y No~se Level With Stringcr Spacing 
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7.4.3 STRESS RESPONSE 
Tllc PSI) of pl-ah skln panel bending stress response. averaged over the three strain gages 
in thc central hays. is plotted against stringer spacing in figures 50 and 5 1. Again it can be 
seen that the peak panel bending stress response can he significantly reduced by redi.-ing 
tllc stringer spacing so that tll skin frequency is higher than the stringer frequency and 
then applying tlanlpinp treatnient on the stringers. The trend ' served in the field test 
is similar t o  that obscrved in the 1ahorato1-y. when tlie field spec - t l~m shapt, 1. 'kc11 into 
consictcration. The change ir "le skin bending stress response of the tuned pancl. under 
iianlpctl and undanlped cortditio~lh. is also similar t o  that obsen~ed in the I;;I>i)ratory test 
(con pare with fig. 2 3 ) .  
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F I ~ : ,  50.- Variation of Peak Low Frequency Panel Stress Response With Stringer Spacing 
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Figure 5!.- variatim of Peak Low Frequency Panel Stress Rejporse With Stringer Spscii~g 
(NI  = .7684 rani) 
TI)< PSD of pt.~C stringer hendins stress response. averaged ovf- t!;c two strain gages on the 
tu-o ccrltral stnngel's. is plot tcJ r t ~ : r i ~ s t  s ringer spacing in ftgtlrss 5 2  .nd 57. As the strinpcr 
s i ~ a ~ i n g  \vas rcducsd. !nz stringtar bending stress rcspc~llse was also rcduccd. Howt-ver. thr 
ratc of ihafiss of ttic stringer str is is much slower than that of thr panel stress For tlic 
panel \i'ith 5-in. (0.13-m\ spa.inp. the skin and strinscr kndiny  stresses sr.- :omparable. 
xi?!: Jamping trcatn1,n. al*plird o n  tile stringers. For this panel. any damping trcatmcnt 
.!lq'litd (,!I the skin w!>nid have h e n  tni~ch less cffecti\c in *.duciny either the skip r tht  
. ' - i : l~~r  Fzndirls st .  . r2sponsc. 
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Figure 52.- Variation of Peak Low Frequency Stringer Stress Response With Stringer Spacing 
f N  I = 2943 rpm l 
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F;glirt! 53.- Variatjor~ of Peak Lot:! Frer~uency Strir~ger Stress Rrsponse lVitn Strrnqer Spacirlg 
( t d 1  = 3td4 rr~rr))  
I-tie iliar;j:r. in tlic 5tri:igr.r \trccc rc.ci.onw hct\v.~ii unil;:~iipcd :inti d;i~i~p'll L-ont!ition \\:is 
Iiigli<r tlian t t i ~ t  ,rbw;c.n.c~i ii i  the I.thnr:~ton. t c s ~  cconipart. fig. 5 2  with fig. 21:. I r i  tlic ficltl. 
the p;iricl a-3s initiall) ~ c s t c d  in tl1.s d a l ~ i p c ~ l  zu;idition. 1'ht.n tlic ,la:: ~ i n g  tri*atiii,.nt \\.AS 
rGr,irnccl so  that t/ic 11;lncl i t lu l~l  I ~ c  tested in tlic tiii~ianipi-J contlititjn. It \\.3s riot :as> to 
rcrr;ov: t!ic d.:;nping trc;itn;cnt FT'.:IIIW t ~ t '  tli: hiplily acilicsil. c f:rt>pcrty of thr* visc\~clastic 
ni,it~.nal. and tlic 0.0s-in. (0.00;-111) tliick 1iiti;11 c~ns t r a i i i i~ ig  :itrip I~aii f,) hi' pried tqlcn 
\vith L.cr:lsitfcrablc ~lif t i~.ulty.  I t  is possiblt. that the striiin blagcs on  the t~nllcrsidc :-1' tl:c 
\t rtng~.r tl:t*ig~:s tvcrc d,i~iiagctl d~rring tliis prozcss a1111 Ii~.rizt. a rnalt't~ncfir,n is susj~c~.tt.tl. 
7.5 COhlPARISBN OF THE FIELD TRANSMISSION LOSSES OF THE PANELS 
In the field test, the panels were excited by the itear field engine noise. This incident noise 
&Id is neither reverberant nor a true plans wave. However. since the phax  vs+ation over 
the panel surface was small (fig. 10). tllr incident noise field may be approximated by a 
plane progressive wave incident nonnal t o  the panel surface. 
Tt;c n d i x  racl1~tc.d by the panels was measured inside an anechoic box at paints close to thc 
panel surfzce. Since a plane wave is assumed to  he incident on the panel, a plane wave may 
be assumeC to radiate away from the panel and into the highly absorptive receiving space. 
.4lthouph this is qt~estionable at high frequencies. it should be a reasonable assumption at 
low to  mid frequencies. 
Under the above condition and within t h ~  specified limitations. the AST!U EM6 proccdurz 
ma) be used to  calculate Lfe field tranc ,\sion loss ( T I  ) of the panels. This is defined as 
L = .-lwttgz sc1unt.i presstile Ic\el (LIB) at t!~r face of the pane! tnzaaired by flcsh-mour:ted 
niicmplio!ie.; 
1 - 3 = :\verage st>tlnd prcsqiirr' 1e~c.I ('it3 1 i'i tlie re-eiving side measured at plints c l n s  to  
thi. panrl stirfacc 
in cqu;ttio:i r 21, .  3 factor of 0 dB is si~Ftr;lctc~i 113 .ik.coitn: for tlie rc; lc i t i~\~i  of t11c i~iiidcnt 
noist. ticid by t11c ~ > ; I I I C . ~  si1rfrtt.c. 
In  calciilating L 10. an 3v~r3:e sc>iinil spectruni \US obtaincc1 fn31-1 t!ic ievels rlcssitreci by 
thr. four corner miCrop!iones t:s~,l for eactt il;i~iel. Siniilarly. L - * ivrrs obtair:cd hy averapinp 
rtw so~inli :c.vi.ls measured b! tlie nl~crophories in the a!ieclioic hou. 
ftic ..\ST\! I-726 procedure specifics tl'st rtl!houph tlie niicroi>hones in tlie ancclioic Fou 
.;lioiilJ hc clost- to (lit. panel surirlccs. thcy s!iould not be clowr than ;I c1u;irtt.r wzvt.lcnpth 
iron1 tlic pmci a ~ r i x i . .  In illis test. tlie ni icropl i~~ni .~ were placccl a b i ~ i t  J in. (0.101 m) atvay 
in)ni tlic i'anr.1 st~rfrl~c.. I t  is obvious tti:~t the specific-;ition was nclr met, c:.pccially at low 
irCil~it.riiic>. Ilclwevcr. 3 distance nf 4 in. (0. I O I  in) was iiwd in order to rcadil:. identity 
t l i ~  r 2;1!is anti t11c v;illeys of t11c rr~diated noiw spectra wit11 thaw obtained trom thc 
acceler;~tian spcctra, :ncastirc~l by an accelero;netcr near the same Iocat i~n.  AS the micro- 
phone tiistanct. is iiicrc~seJ. noiw  component^; corninp from difft.rint parts of the striictur~. 
c1~11tr11~11t~ to flit r!oisc sign31 wit11 diffcrerit phaw tlifferzn~es ;.it1 t i m ~  cicla)-s. which can 
riskc ~ 1 1 i t 1  coniparif~n of s t r t~i t i~ral  nd acoustic tiata more difficl~lt. Tlic m;~in purpose of  
tile test w3s ti) stii~fy il l t  c!i;i~ges i n  the piincl transmissic);i loss caused 1-y s t n ~ c t u n l  tuning 
2nd tlanipin$. Tlic l~rc~ct.dtire d < ~ r i b e d  ;tbcn.e slioi11~i he ;t~tt*qit;itc for tliat pi,, j r ~ ) S c . .  
Figure 54 shows the third octave band field transmission lois of the tuned panel in both 
undamped and damped conditions The analysis was carried out in oncthird octave ban.?s 
rather than in full octave bands, in order to identify the valleys associated with the i ~ n p r t a n t  
structural mode groups. For examp!e, the two valleys in the FTL of the undamped tuned 
panel in 160- and 400-Hz bands are associated with the niodes 1 and 2. This detail would 
k losi  in a full octave band andvsis. The analysis is limited to frequencies above 100 t iz.  
since flanking tnnsniission through the anechoic bok walls masks the data below this 
frttc;uency. In atldition. a flat patlel analysis of unpressurized fuwbg structure is not valid 
below 100 Hr.  since the overall modes invalving large scale defornlations of the fuselage 
cylinder tend to hecome important st frequencies below 100 Hz. 
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F~qiire 54.--Fi(?/d Trartsmissio/t Loss of  the Toned Parlei 
It may be noted from figure 54 that the undamped panel has a high transmission loss &round 
250 and 3 IS-Hz bands. This is to  be expected, since vibration energy is transferred from the 
skin panel :o the strin~ecs in these frequency bands because of intrinsic structural tuning. 
On the other hand. if the stringer spacing was kept constant and the actual stringers were 
replaced by others that are extremely stift it? bending o r  extremely massive, a deep valley 
would have been created in the panel transmission loss around 250-Hz band. Structural ' 
tuning has, therefore. effective15 increased the panel transmission loss in this frequency 
barid and 3 15-Hz band. Such a method of increasing the panel transmission loss in certain 
frequency bands should be particularly useful in situations where the excitation is due to 
discrete tones: e.? . in turboprop o r  prop-fan aircraft. 
For the cndanlped tuned panel. the transmission loss passes through a minimum around 
160- and 4WHz.  This requires the use of some additional damping treatment. Figure 54 
shows a &dB imnrovement of FTL in the 160 Hz band due to  stringer damping. The 6-dB 
improb~~nent  around 160 Hz is significant. particularly since the tuned vanel had a high loss 
factor even under undamped conditions. 13 addition. there was a 4-dB improvement around 
125 Hz a d  a 2.5-dB improvement around 400 Hz. Further reductions should be possible 
in ail these bands by applying damping t;li>es on the skin. 
Ihe damped panel has a slightly lower transm~ssion loss areund the 25@ and 3 15-Hz bands. 
This is to be evp' ' since the damping treatrtlent on the stringers smooths out the peaks 
snd the va11e) s of the paw! re-pons spectrum. Above 800 Hz, the damped panel had about 
'-dB h~ptlrr transmission loss at most frequencies. The only exception is around 1.6 kHz 
where the FTL of the undamped p,.\el was about 1.5dB higher. This could be genuine or 
it could be caused by the scatter of the experimental data. 111 genera; the damped panel had 
aboi~t  riB highrr transm~ssi~n loss above 800 Hz. This is consistent with the mass law 
effect. slncr: the 5trin:er cla~npinz trea'mctnt added about 29T e v t n  weight t o  the structure. 
( Lisht -r strinser dampinp trcitmznts tl:dt are almcst equally effecthe hzve since been 
leu elope^' 
The trdnsmission lo s r  , d i  the various panels witit damped stringers are compared in figure 55. 
Th,. tats for the panels with 9-in. (0.2'Q-m) and 7.5-in. (0.19-m) stringer spacing zre shown 
ior  ttrqb,,;iit'~ ahow 100 117. The dard for ;he panel with 5-in. (0.13-m) stringer spacing are 
shown zboie I60 ti( The pioblem of flanking transmission through the walls of the anechoic 
box prebentrd th: eltrapolation of the test data belob\ these frequencies. In addition, 
extrai. 'ation of data obtained from testing unpressurized flat panels to  frequencies below 
I !30 Hr would llsvz giverl deceptrbely encouraging estimates of :he fi~selage sidewall trans- 
rn~ssion loss. slncrl ovsrall cylindrical modes 2re irivolved at these frequencies. 
Thc iransmission losses of the various panels are compared in figure 55. The valleys in the 
transmission loss c ~ m e s  of each panel can be identified with t5e rcsonant modes established 
earlier from the narrow hand PSP data. Several interesting conclusions can be drawn from 
this plot. With darnpcd strinp,rs. the panel with 5-in. (0.13-m) stringer spacing had the 
highest transmission loss at low frequencies. This panel had a higher transmission loss even 
in the 250-Hz band because of the application of damping treatment on the stringers. Thc 
results ut the con~puter program based on the theory presented in seciicn 4.0 as well as the 
modal suncy conducted during thc laboratory test indicated that, for rhis panel, the struc- 
tural motles in the 'SO-Hz hand arc such that thc skin acts like a relat;..ttly stiff member 
supported c n retativc.', r,,xible stringers. For this reason, the stringer damping was highly 
effective ir) ;.~cr: 7% r.: tkt transmission loss of this panel in this frequencv Sand. On the 
other hsno, ap;licath~r of any damping tape on the skin would have bcen much less effec- 
tiva in thi . irequency band. As predicted by the analysis, the trarrsmission loss of this 
panel in his frequency blnd is controlled primarily by stringer resonance. 
'l%erefore. the key to increa-,fig the transmission I- at !ow frequencies is to d~sig:: fht 
structure so that the skin balfreq-iency b much higher than the stringer frequency, and then 
applying damping treatment d\t@ stringers. This can be achieved by vari~us means beides 
using a narrov *-r stringer spacing, as wa, done in the present study. For example, the condi- 
tion is automatlc.4y satisfied in a press ~rized fuselage. A typical cabin pressure differential 
is about 8 or 9 p i  (55.16 x 103 or 62.05 x lo3 ~ / m ' - ) .  This increases the fundamental 
frequency of the individual skin bay to a value that is much higher than that of the stringer. 
In the 250- to 450-Hz range, the skin then acts like a relatively stiff structural member 
supported on relatively flex-ble stringers. In a pressurized fuselage, application of damping 
treatment on the stringen should. therefore, be very effective in reducing cahin noise in the 
above freqdency band. Traditionally, noise transmission in this frequency band has been 
regardeu as stiffness-controlled. since this is below the fundamental frequency (typically 
500 to 650 Hz) of the individual skin bay carrying inplane loads caused by cabin pressuriza- 
tion, and since application of damping tapes on the skin bays is not very effective in this 
frequency band. 
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Figure 55.-Comparison of Field iransmission Lcsses of the Various Panels 
With Damping Treatment Applied on the Stringers 
From figure 5 5 ,  it may also be observed that the panel with 5-in. (0.13-m) stringer spacing 
had a high tiansmission loss in 3 15- and 400-Hz bands. In these bands, the stringer response 
is higher than that at the panel center. as it may be seen from figure 56, where the accelera- 
tion response of the panel center is compared t o  that a t  the center of an adjacent stringer. 
Notice that the existence of such a band of high transmission loss is most clearly visible f ' ~ r  
the panel with 5-in. f,0.13-n1) ktringer spacing: i.e., the panel for which the fundamectal . 
frequency of the individual s k ~ n  bay is higher than that of the stringer. I hereiore, the 
transmissioli : a s  curve of a pressurized fuselage structure should also exhibit such cbaracteris- 
tics. The existence of such frequency bands of high transmission loss may be effectively 
utili7ed :.I situations where the ekcitation is due to discrete tones; e.g.. in propfan airciaft. 
One woitld then attempt to design tlie structures so that the excitation tone of greatest 
i~ncc r r l  falls witli~n such a freclucncy band. 
Figure 55 shows that this panel had a poor transmission loss in the 500 Hz - 1 kHz band, 
even ui th  tlie damping treatment applied on the stringers. In this frequency band, the 
structural m o d s  have half wavelengths cornparahle to o r  less than the stringer spacing. and 
the skin bays tend tcx vibrate 3s individual re~tangirlar panels. This can be inferred from 
figure 56. Therefore. in this frequency band. skin damping aould be highly effective in 
increasing the transmissior, loss. Tliis was \srified by the results of the computer program. 
In addition. thr. tiberglass insi~latioli becomes effective in this frequency band. The excita- 
tion cpcitrun: ~ 1 9 0  tend\ to roll off 3t these frequencies. 
.\ similar situation ~.xisrz in the 500 Hz - I kHz band in a pressurized fuselage structure and. 
for this reason. thr. application of daniping tapes on thc skin is quite effective in this frequency 
band. .A: a resiilr, I , ;  tllis frequr.ncy bttnd. noise trrrnsniission in a pressurized fuselage has been 
correctly regarded as dri~~iping ~~ontrulled. 
.4notlic.r intc'rcstinp. although x>me\vh,~t academic point may be observed from figure 55. 
It mc); be seen that compared to the pmel with 5-in. (0.13-n.1 .'inger spacing. the tuned 
panel has 3 I~igher transmission loss at f'rr.qi!~.nci:s above 2 I;*;  . s  u~scussed earlier. the 
tuned panel transmission loss at thebe frc.quencri.c is essen t i~ l r~  .antrolled by the mass law. 
since most of the low ordzr modes nccor at much lower Fr:?uencies. On the other hand. 
the ivnel with 5-in. (0.12-111) stringer spacinp shows distinct reronances around 4 kHi  which 
s h o ~ ~ l d  Account for the vallcy in this frequency band. This is oril;r of academic interest, 
sil,ce application of skin da ip ing  tapes woulii effectively fill up this valley. In addition. 
the fiberglass insulation ivotild significantly raise the transmissior, lo::$ at these frequencies. 
7.6 COJ1P.ARISON WITH PREDICTION 
.As nientioned in the prcviotts sections. 3 compirter pragram was developid on the basis of 
the equations derivcd in section 4.0. 10 predict the response of infinitely long, periodic skin- 
string ,r structures ekcited bk a convected raridon~ pressitre field. The resr,onses of the 
finitc skin-stringer panels used in this study werc calculated by usins th., computer program. 
A liiglily correldted white noise flcitation was used to  simulate the ; 3.nt near field 
iioisC cn\ironment peneratzd by tile USB I'C-14 propulsion svstem. 

To iulculate the response of tlie undamped panels, t i ~ c  panel loss factors measured in the 
laboratory test (fig. 18) were used as inputs to the computer program. However, the 
response of tlie stringer-damped panels could not be accurately predicted by ltsing the 
measured loss factors of the stringer-damped panels. The measured data represents an 
apparent loss factor of each panel. whercas the damping treatment used was of localized 
nature. Therefore, the resyonses of the stringer-damped panels were calculated by c:tting 
tlle skin loss factors equal to the measured loss factors of the undamped panel (fig. 18) and 
setting the srringer loss factor equal to the measured loss factor of the stringer with the 
constrained layer danlpinp trestment (fig. 7) .  
In hection 5 . 2 .  we i,)nlp3red the predicted cpectrrt for the various panels with the correspond- 
ing laboratory test data 2nd found s o n ~ r  essonablz agreement. In figure 57, the predicted 
mean square acceleration res1:onse over 3 wide freq~:r.ncy band (50 to 1000 1Iz) containing 
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Figur~? 57.-Predicted Variation of the Mean Square Acceleration Response to  
Highly Correlated White Noise With Stringer Spacing and Dampi~g 
many modes is plctted as a function of stringnr spacing. It is seen that the response of the 
panel goes through a minimum, for undamped as well as damped conditions. when the 
tuning condition is satisfied. This plot is based on the assurnption that the excitation spec- 
trum was flat with a high degree of correlation and coherence over the entire frequency 
range, and the damping loss factor of each panel was constant over the entire frequency 
range. However, the field test excitation and the panel damping ch,,.~cteristics were different 
from above, and for this reason, these results cannot be directly used for comparison. 
Therefore. it was decided t o  compare the measured and predicted results on the basis of the 
peak low frequency response le,,els, since this is really more important from the designer's 
standpoint. 
The results are shown in figure 58 in which the variation of the peak low frequency accelera- 
tion response is plotted as a function of stringer spacing. With no external damping, the 
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acceleration response passed t h r o ~ g h  a ;joint of diminishing return when the tuning condi t i~n  
was satisfied. With damping treatrnent applied on the stringers, the panel response, plotted 
on a decibel scale, decreased iinearlv with stringer spacing. The maximum reduction was 
observed for the panel with the narrowest stringer spacings; i.e.. the panel for which the 
uncoupled frequency of the skin bay was greater than that of the stringers. 
The variation of the peak low frequency velocity response is plotted as a fitnctiori of 
stringer spacing arid damping in figure 59. Similar conclusions can also be drawn from this 
plot. 
So far, we have discusxti the variation of the predicted and measured response levels of the 
various panels with respect to those of the undawped panel with 941-1. (0.228-m) stringer 
spacing. It will now be instructive to compare the absolute levels obtained from the 
analytical models and the field test. 
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The computer program based on the equations presented in section 4.0 can be used to  
predict the velocity response PSD at each bay center of ar. infinite panel to  unit excitation 
PSD level. The predicted peak low frequency velocity PSD level was. therefore, oytainzd by  
niultiplying the above by tlie average of the excitation PSI) i e ~ e l s  measured by the four 
flush-mounted conlor microphones. The rms velocity response over a I-HL bandwidth 
centered around the frequency of  peak response was then obtained by taking the square root 
of the  above quantitv 
The mcdsured rms velocity re\ponse wa, obtuinetf ill ille following manner. From the field 
test acceleration data, the peak low frequency acceleration PSD level averaged over panel 
bay centers (i.e.. average of data fronl the a ~ ~ c e l e ~ o n l e t c r  GRIR 622 ,  h24, 626, 628. 630 in 
fig. 33) was calculated. The velocit) PSI) Ie\ei was obtained ncxt, by div:Jing the above by  
w2 where w = 2nf and f is the frequency of peak low frcqucncy response. The rnms velocity 
response ovet a I-Ht bandwidth was the11 calculated by faking the square root of the velccity 
PSD level. 
The predicted and the measured rrns v~.locity responses arc compared in fipurt. 60. If there 
were a perfect agreement bc t~vec t~  t l ~ c  prc'di-tcd and the nncas~~red V C ~ L I ~ S .  the points 
A. B. C. D in fiyurz 60 would hayc fallen t.xa:!ly on  the solid line. The dashed line represents 
a variation by a factor of t w o .  Si~icz  tlic points .A. B. C. 1) lic i n  bc't~~c'l'tl tllesc' ~ W O  bo~ i :~ds ,  
the predicted levcls are I~igher th:in the ti1e3si1red l~\c ' l s .  but the i.3riation is \vitIiit~ a factor 
of two. 
.-\ certain umolint 01' dist.ri.p;trti!- i ; i b ~ u ~ . ~ : ~  t l l c  i i t~ . i~~ i rc t l  ; ~ i i c l  pr~.t!li,t~,tl Ittvclz is to bc t \ j > ~ i t t f d  
because of the follo~ving t ' a ,~o r \  
2 .  \'ariailo~t o!' p.ti1~~l L ~ . I I T I ~ I ; ~ I S  < l ~ ~ t r : ~ ~ ~ t  :rixt ,x o \ c r  t l l ~ ,  ! ~ . t r i < I  >usfu~cb 
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS 
A good correspondence between the analytical prediction and the results of the laboratory 
and field tests hzs been observed. rile following points have emerged from the study. 
1. 4nalytical studies indicate that when th: structural elements are intrinsially tuned. the 
response of 3 skin stringer panel does not pass th:ough a peak at  a trequency close t o  
t h t  fundamental frequency (fp) of the individual skin bay. clamped along the stringers 
and simply supported along the frames. On the contrary, the response of the panel is 
reduced considerably around this f rquenc) .  This has been verified by the laboratoty 
and the field tests. 
Analytical studies also indicate that two other modes appear a t  f r rq~enc ies  above and 
below the frequency fp. as shokvn in figure 6. The responses of both these n o d e s  can 
be reduced by applying damring treatment on the stringi'rs. provided the stringer loss 
factor is k i o w  a certain optimum k a l ~ e .  The existence of thew two modes as  weli as 
the effect of btringer Jamping is verified by tests conducted in the laboraton ar,d in 
the field. 
1. L a b r a t c n  test data iridlidte that with no eutr'rnal damp~ng treatment the damping loss 
factors of the lo\\ irciiucnc) rnodrs pass throiigli a maliniurn u hen the skin and 
stringers ar t  ~ntrinacally tuned. 
3. Laborat09 test data i n d l i ~ i .  r'l.rt in the ahxnce o i  an) external damping treatment, 
the skin-stringer pancl rcspone o i  thc most important low frequency mode p a w s  
throiigli A point of Jin~i:~ibhizg rtturn \\hen the tuning cond~tion is satisfied. 
4. The predicted :node> o i  rhz pafi~l  with 9-in. I 0.228-m i strineer spasins were excited 
by excitations at  the i cn t r r  ofcach skin bay. On tile other hand. the predicted modes 
of the panel ivith 5-in. (0.1-7-rn, stringer spac in  were excited by excitation at the center 
of each strinser. Tb: vrtrciicte*J ri!udes of the t u n d  panel were excited by a combir~a- 
tion ofbotll  t} pcs of excirrttion. This w,ih fiirthcr ionfirmed by the field test data. Care 
s11oulJ. therefore. be eucrcised whcn discrete forciilg functions are uwd to sisiiulate a 
distributed pressure Iirid. 
5 .  The field trai>s~~iissiorr loss of the undamped t i~ncd ~lanel with 7.5-in (0. i s - n ~ )  stringer 
spacing shows two valleys 3t ircqi~cncies corrcspondirlg to  tlic two principal ~:>odrs 
shown in fiurc h. In bet~veen thew two valleys. the transmission I:>ss passes throtigh 
a maximuni. This occurs in a freqaency range in which the vibrcition ~ ~ n e r s l -  is trans- 
ierrrd trom ttie skin panel tu the stringers bec,?use of intriiisii structural tu;;ing. Such 
a method of incrtssing the. panel transmission loss iil ccr lain frcqi~ency ha,.ds should be 
particularly c~wiul in situations wlie~e the excitation is c a ~ ~ s e d  by discrete tones: e.g.. 
in turboprop or prop-fan aircraft. 
.Api~lication oi clanlpr~lp trc.itnie~it on tile stringers effcctivcly srllootlied oi:t the valleys 
3 r d  t h c  peaks in ttlc fra11sr~:1>~1on IOST spectrum. rllere was a 1-dB impravement around 
125 I { / .  J b t I R  i i r~ l~r t~v t i ! i~ r~ t  .)round 160 117. arld rlnotlicr 2.5-dB improvcnient around 
400 Hz. Further improvements should be possible in ail these bands by applying 
damping tapes on  the skin. Therefore. intrinsic tuning broadens the frequency band 
over which damping treatment on  the stringers and the skin can be cit'ective. 
6. The field tmsmission loss of the stringer damped panel with 5-in. (0. I 3-m) stringer 
spacing shows two valkys in two frequency bands cwntaining two ol its important 
modes. Both of these modes were excited in the laboratory test. ~ d n g  excitation at 
the center of r x h  stringer. The mode shape at the lower frequency is such that the 
skin and striiid~rs vibrate in phase. At this frequency, the skin acts like a relatively 
stiff member supparted on relatively flexible stringers. For this reason, application 
of damping treatment on the stringers was hi_ohly efiective In increasing the transmission 
loss in the frequency band containirig the above mode. On the other hand. application 
of damping tape on the skin would have been much less effective in this frequency 
band. 
The mode shape at the higher frequency is suc!~ that the centers of t he  skin bay and 
the stringer vibrate out of phase. The struct*~rd wavelength ir then comparable to  the 
stringer spacing. and stringer cramping is not as eflective around this frequency. On 
the other hand. skin Camping should be h@ly effective i.1 this frequency band. 
In hetween the two valleys a! ihese two frequencies. the transmission loss passes 
through a malimum. In this frequency band. the velocity response at the s tr ingr  
center is higher than that at the panel center. The existence of such a frequency band 
with a high transmission loss may be effectively utilized in situations where the 
cksitation is caused by dk-rete tones: e.5.. in prop-fan aircraft. One would then attempt 
to design the structure so that the excitatio,l tone of greatest concern falls within such 
a frequency band. 
The key to acliieving a high transmission loss at low frequencies is t o  design the 
structure so that the skin bay frequency is much higher than the strinser frequent) . 
and then apptying damping treatment on the stringers. This condition is automatically 
satisfied in a pressurized fuselage in which the inplane tensile loads induced by cabin 
pressurization significantly increases the skin bay frequency. In a pressurized fuselage. 
application of damping treatment on the stringers should. therefore. be very effective 
in reducing cabin noise in the 250. to  150-Hz band. Traditionally, noise tnnsmissiori 
in this frequency band in a pressurized f u x l a g  has been regarded as stiffness-controlled. 
since this frequency band is below the fundamental frequent!. (typically 500 to 650 H p )  
of the individual skin bay carrying inplane loads caused by pressurization, and since 
application of damping tapes on the skin bays is not very effective in this band. 
8. A good agreement was obtained between the predicted and measured natural frequencies 
and mode shapes. The predicted and measured rms velocity responses at the skin 
panel centcr were compared for the most dominant low frequen:y modes. and an apree- 
ment was ob:ained within afactor of two. The predictions were based on the assump- 
tion that the test panels were infinitely long. Considering this and other factors that 
were not taken into account in the simplified theory. the agreement is reasonable. A 
better agreenlent could be obtained by includin? !kc ;hove factors in a more detailed 
analysis. 
3. In an aircraft fuselage. the skin thickness. strinser spacing. and c r o s  section. etc.. 
vary f r ~ m  one part of the fuxl@e to  another. The excitation is also not uniform over 
the length of the fuselage. Thus. it could be difficult t o  achieve and maintain a high 
degree of intrinsic tunirig of various structural cornponecis over a lace section of the 
fuselag. However. it seems that from the designer's standpoint it is not always 
essential to  have an e n i t  matching of the natural frequencies of the variqus components. 
Perhaps the most important tindinp from the development of tbe intrinsic structural 
tuning concept has come from a better understanding of the me4.hanism of structunl 
response. It is wen that the structural nieniber hrt\inp a natural 'requcncy lower than 
the frequencizs of the other nlembzrs becomes the key element :ontrolling the response 
of the stiffened structure around its fundamental frequency. .At higher frequencies. the 
other members can also be dominant in controlling the response. This is :~zrticulariy 
important when the structure responds to broadbanJ excitation sources typical of turbo- 
jet and turbofan engines and boundary layer turbulence. Therefore. it is important t o  
identify the key structural elements that control the structural response in various 
ireqrtcncy r a ~ g s  o that vibntion ene re  can be transferred from the skin to  the 
stiffeners. if necesun.  anJ damping treatment can be applied to  the various elements 
for effe:ti~e control of cabin noise 2nd structural \-ibration in difkrent frequency 
ranges. In particular. in what is normally regarded as the stiffnes-controllzd region. 
the noise tmnsrr~ission may actually be controlled by stiffener resonances. depending 
tipon the relationship k tween  the natitrdl frequcniies of this skin bay and the stiffeners. 
Therefore. c h i n  noise in tlie s c ~ a l l e d  stiffniu-ic~rltr~ilcd region ma!- be effectively 
reduced by applying daml.ing treatment on the st~ffeners. 
In contrast. the past attempts in reducing cabin noise 3t low frequencies were cctitered 
arc>unci in;-:sing the stn~itrtral stiffness (we  for examp~c. ref. 24) .  The prescn! stl!dy 
has pc~iiited out that tlie reduction of low irt'queniy cahin noiw b! using such an 
approach fc~llo~ss a law of diniinishinp rct:rni. 
Low freqocncy cabin noise and soriica11y induced ~trcsscs can. thcrcforc. he effectivel~~ 
rcduccd by using tlic hlla\ving iiitcria ba sd  o n  the iritririsii stntitural tuning concept. 
Damping sliould be applied 0.1 thC :kin if  tlic skin-hay frrqucnc; f is lower than the P 
stringer irc.qucric\- i,. 1)ariipiri~ ;;!rl bL* .ipj'lir'd tvi the skin arid on thc stringers. if tlic 
structure is infrtniizally t i ~ n ~ t l .  f ' t v  ni:i\imurii In\\- t'rcqucnc!. v,)isr' rsdiation. the 
itru;ture s1ioi:lci l~ cl~.sign~.cl \t> tiiat [tic skin irctlucnc!- 1',, is g rc~ter  tliiin the stringer 
frcqicen:y is. and then clamping iliould he applic~i 011 tli~stringcrs. Additionat siiti 
Janiping t:ipcs can ;ilso he a~plictl  to the skin for ati~!itionai b~~rietit iri tlic mid frccjucncy 
t 500-  1500 ratigc. I t  i >  tiicrCiorc. ncctbs\;ir!. to kr;o\v the t'rcclucncics of tlie various 
\trll~.tttral r ' l c ~ l l ~ n f ~ .  allti f h c . ~  ..lr? b ~ '  ca\il\. c,ht;ltn~.d ttlroug11 a;ialyzir; :ti;ii testing. 
Thus. the i~,sclapc structure sllc>itlri bc Jcsigried so that. in  n~ldition to  srttisfying rlir 
static strcnptli rcquir~.nicnts. i t  1135 ;I high transmission loss at 10~s frcqucniics 2nd a 
It-ng sonic frltiguc life. Tlic ~icvclnpnirint of tlic iritririsic strltctural tuning L-onccp! is a 
t in  t i t  t l i rcct~ri .  I'I~L* concept is in its initi;tl it;tsi.s of ~lcvrloyriic~it. arid further 
analysis arid tcstirig e l f  nic>rc rcprt'scntatiic sccrioni of the fuselage stnlcttirc will he 
ncccssary for rcalilitlg it\ f t i l l  potcnti;il. 111 rliis'\ttt~l). tlic effect of t~triing 31id J;ttnpinp 
tlic stringers \\:is invcstipate~l hy anall./i!ig ;tnd tcsting skin-stritiyr p;in~*ls. In ortier to 
reduce cabin noise at lower frequencies invoking overall cylindrical modes. a similar 
analysis and testing of periodically stiffened cylinders will be necessary. so that the 
effect of tuning and damping the frames (rrf. 3) may k investigated The effect of 
frame resonances on  the overall cylindrical modes of the fuselage wai  discusszcl ie 
reference 3 and it W ~ S  observed that for certain c-mbinations of f q ~ : n c i e s  and 
circumferential wave numbers. the o ten l l  cylinder m p o n x  is esxnti;rll> tontrolled 
by frame resonances. Therefore. application of damping treatment on the framt-s 
\hould dlw be zift.cti\r In rzJui~ng lovr frequency noise tr;in~miss~on i to the .rrr<rJt t 
cabin. 
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